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Elimination
of weapons
anticipated

BG News/Mark Thalman

Theatrical trio
Michelle Meyer, junior theater major, (left) directs Laurie Scott,
freshman theater major, and Hal Warning, junior radio- television-film

major, in a scene from "Little Footsteps." Students in Theatre 341
were given three weeks to prepare and direct a scene for final exams.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan said last night
there is a reasonably good
chance the superpowers can
agree in Moscow next year to
eliminate 50 percent of their
strategic nuclear weapons, the
most dangerous arms on earth.
He made the evaluation of
prospects for such a farreaching agreement in a television interview four days before
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev arrives for a summit and
the signing of a treaty to ban
intermediate-range nuclear
missiles, known as INF.
Reagan was interviewed by
the anchormen from four networks — ABC, CNN, CBS and
NBC.
Gorbachev, in an NBC interview earlier this week that was
broadcast in the United States
and the Soviet Union, also
offered an optimistic assessment for a strategic arms accord next year.
"There are real prospects
ahead of us. We believe that it is
possible to do a lot of work with
this present administration so...
we could make headway on this
major direction in the area of
arms control," Gorbachev said.
Reagan said opposition to the
INF treaty — centered among

conservative Republicans, including most GOP candidates
for president — was "based on a
lack of knowledge" about what
is in the agreement.
"Some of the people who are
objecting the most and just refusing even to accede to the idea
of ever getting any understanding, whether they realize it or
not, those people basically down
in their deepest thoughts have
accepted that war is inevitable, Reagan said.
Despite the prospects of deep
cuts in the superpowers' nuclear
arsenals, Reagan said he still
sees the Soviet Union as "an evil
empire."
But he spared Gorbachev
from tough criticism. He said
Gorbachev "inherited" the
stationing of 115,000 Soviet
troops in Afghanistan and might
not know that the government
there was a puppet regime installed by his predecessors.
Gorbachev arrives in Washington on Monday on his first
visit to the United States. He and
Reagan will sign the INF treaty
on Tuesday and hold meetings
through Thursday on a possible
50 percent cutback in strategic
weapons and other subjects.
D See Reagan, page 5.

Fla. pageant Response plan 'ahead' of time
will be on TV
by Caroline Langer
city editor

Student finishes in third place
by Amy Bur kin
staff reporter

Every little girl at one time or
another dreams of being Miss
America, but it is a long hard
process and comes true for only
a few.
However,
Tara Warren,
senior
radio/televisio
n/film major,
recently finished third in
the Miss
National
Black America Pageant, Warren
held Nov. 13-15 in West Palm
Beach, Fla. The pageant will be
nationally televised Feb. 4.
Out of 32 contestants, Warren
finished fourth in swimwear and
first in the evening gown competition. Her gown was designed
by a University graduate, Lisa
Rice.
Warren said it cost $1,000 to
enter the pageant, but she did
not have to come up with all of
the money on her own. Area
businesses sponsored her.
Warren's mother, a former
model, got her started in pag-

eants when she was very young.
"My first pageant was the
'White Glove and Party Manor'
when I was six. I lost, but was
not discouraged. One thing leads
to another and I've been in many
pageants since," Warren said.
''I lost quite a few before I ever
won.'
Warren has placed in the following pageants:
finalist in Miss
BGSU r83, '84 and '85; 1st runner-up Miss Sandusky '86; Miss
Bronze '85; Miss Greater Toledo
'86 and Miss Sunburst '87.
"I enjoy all phases of competing, but my favorite is the talent
competition," she said. "I love
to sing and entertain people. I
sang And I Am Telling You'
from the Broadway musical
'Dream Girls.'
"The most grueling competition I've participated in was the
Miss National black America
pageant. We rehearsed 18 hours
a day for the production numbers."
Warren said the most important thing for her is putting faith
in God and herself, not only in
pageants, but throughout life.
The next pageant she will
compete in is the Model of the
Year Search held in Stamford,
Conn.

Friday
DWeight Club is a "heavy-duty" organisation, see story page 4.
CJStudent group stuffs meters with
philanthropic nickles, see story page 4.
DSoccer takes University student to
China, Soviet Union, see story page 5.
□ Falcon hockey learn "out for blood"
against Western Michigan University,
see story page 7.

Wood County is "a light year ahead" of
most other counties, and even the federal
government, in formulating a hazardous
materials emergency response plan, according to the co-coordinator of the Wood County
Hazardous Materials Response Committee.
Rod Houchins said, after the committee
met yesterday, that the team was formed to
design a standard operating procedure and
resource directory for dealing with a hazardous materials emergency.

This planning process began in 1985, before the federal government's National Response Team guidelines for counties were
set, he said.
"We started the plan because if we allow a
government entity to do it, it doesn't get
done."
To assure an appropriate response in the
event of a hazardous materials incident involving the transportation, use, storage
and/or processing of hazardous materials,
the plan will "be used to educate all representative agencies as to the established
policies and procedures under which Wood

County will operate," according to its
statement of purpose.
The plan even addresses restricting air
space in the case of a gaseous cloud which
could starve an aircraft's engine of oxygen
and result in another problem, Houchins
said.
The first draft of the hazardous materials
emergency response plan was completed on
Sept. 11,1987 and though the plan is not required to be finished until Oct. 1, 1988, the
45-member committee is already in the
process of fine-tuning it and making
C See Hazards, page 3.

Founders not getting Sat. mail
by Barb Weadock
reporter

Mail carriers deliver through sleet, snow
or rain, just so long as it isn't a Saturday at
Founders Quadrangle.
Mail is not delivered to the Founders Quadrangle on Saturdays because no outside
point of delivery is accessible to mail carriers, said Robert Hill, Bowling Green postmaster.
But some residents of Founders are upset
because other residence halls have Saturday
delivery.
"It's not fair to us that they get mail and
we don't," Steve Novak, freshman secondary education major, said.
The problem of Saturday delivery stems
from the way the mail is delivered at
different residence halls, according to the city'spostmaster.
"There are different points of delivery at
different dorms. There are containers (located at the residence halls) where we can

drop mail off and someone can get it out
later," Hill said. "Where we put the mail at
Founders is in a janitors' closet, and on Saturday the door is locked." This keeps the
mail carriers from gaining access to the
closet.
The other campus residence halls have
locked boxes located outside of the halls or
at a point that can be accessed, even if the
building is locked. These boxes can be unlocked by the person responsible for distributing the mail within the nail.
Brian Jones, Founders complex coordinator, said part of the problem is that
maintenance workers are not on duty on
weekends.
"In Founders the custodians let in the mail
carrier during the week. On Saturday the
person at the desk could open the door, but
it's not efficient," he said.
The desk clerk does not go on duty until 1
E.m. on Saturday, and the mail is often (levered before that time. Hiring someone

just to sit and wait for the mail would not be
cost-effective, he said.
"I haven't perceived it as a problem, so we
haven't done anything. I would be willing to
address that if students perceive it as a problem," Jones said.
Some students do perceive it as a problem.
"I don't see why other residence halls get
it and we don't. What makes them so special? People need checks and stuff from
home. It's important that they get them,"
Tonia Williams, freshman art therapy
major, said.
Tony Kern, freshman undecided major,
agreed.
"Why can't we just get a box? This is an
outrage, actually. The rest of the country
gets mail and we don't," he said.
Hill said the problem could be solved by
installing an outside mail box.
"Whether or not they have (loading) dock
space, they (the University) could put it (the
box) on the dock," he said.

News in Brief
ODK 'taps' into new talent
Mary Edmonds, vice president for student affairs, Carol Heckman, associate professor of biological sciences, Michael Locey, associate professor of romance languages and 34 students were
tapped this morning for membership in Omicron
Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society.
Students admitted are:
■ Suzanne Deters, senior sports management
major.
■ Elizabeth Jocke, junior procurement and materials management major.
■ Susan Milek, junior interpersonal and public

communications major.
■ Patrick Pearson, senior music education
major.
■ Cole Griffin, senior political science major.
■ Wendy Bridges, seruorjournalism major.
■ Randy Roof, senior IPCO major.
■ Terri Overbeck, junior biology and premedicine major.
■ Sheila Westendorf, senior biology major.
■ Scott Buchheit, senior international business
major.
■ Diana Hudson, senior sport management
major.
■ Rebecca Stevens, Junior Journalism major.
■ Todd Nichols, Junior mathematics major.

■ Elizabeth Rice, junior English major.
■ Dana Shaw, senior human resources management major.
■ Andrew Slupecki, senior management information systems.
a Kana Ryan, junior computer science major.
B Lisa Padlo, junior public relations major.
B Rozanne Zych, junior elementary education
major.
B Timothy Collins, senior sport management
major.
a Amy Dianiska, senior mathematics major.
B Jennifer Boutelle, junior accounting major.
B Julie Tobin, junior English education major.
B Allison Lied, senior marketing major.

Editorial
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No mail delivery
Saturday unfair
An awfully big dog with huge teeth must be
protecting the exterior of Founders Quadrangle on Saturdays — the mail isn't getting there.
And everyone knows the mail is delivered
through snow, sleet or rain.
The reasoning behind the lack of mail on Saturdays isn't much better than the big dog excuse.
Mail is not delivered to Founders because no outside point of delivery is accessible to mail carriers,
according to Bowling Green's postmaster Robert
Hill.
Hill said there isn't any outside container for his
carriers to put the mail. At Founders, the mail is usually deposited into a janitor's closet during the
week, but the carrier doesn't have access to it on
Saturday, when the custodial staff is not on duty.
Apparently some residents of Founders see it as a
problem. By rights, they want their mail on Saturday.
Somebody needs to address the problem. It certainly doesn't appear to be unsolvable.
A box can be installed outside of Founders like
the other dormitories have. If that isn't feasible,
give the mailman a key to the janitor's room. And if
that doesn't work, find somewhere else to put the
mail until a person comes on duty in the afternoon.
One student said it isn't fair other residence halls
set mail delivered on Saturdays and Founders
doesn't. He's exactly right; it isn't fair.
. There doesn't seem to be any substance behind
the reasoning of Founders' complex coordinator
Brian Jones or Hill. Not having a place to put the
mail is awfully weak.
At last check, Founders was still one of the
biggest complexes on campus. There must be some
way for the residents to get their mail on Saturdays.

The name makes the man
Toting a more distinguished title would change his life
have. For starters, it hasn't pro- 6layed anything organized, for
ven to be the kind of name that
lat matter.
people remember or that flows
I did have a Ray Herbert card,
trippingly from the tongue.
though. Herbert, a White Sock,
When
I
was
an
undergrad
in
was
a 20-game winner the same
Around two o'clock on MonSt. Paul, I called up a girl, hop- year that Craig lost 20. That
day, I was sitting in the disaster
ing for a date, and left what I name, so close to my own, was
area that I call my office when a
thought was a simple message associated 25 years ago with
student came in with a startling
with her roommate. "Have her success, whereas my first name
announcement.
call Craig Hergert," I said.
came up a loser.
"I'm looking for Herbert
An hour later she returned the
When I was seven, though, I
Craig," he said.
call and asked for Dave Freder- really hadn't gone sour on my
It turned out that the student
ick. Explaining that one is not first name. That happened when
was not looking for Herbert
someone else is not the I was 16.1 had innocently gone
Craig, but for little old me. He
smoothest way to begin a social across the street to see my
wanted to add my Great Ideas
call.
friend Michael Sagedahl and his
class next semester. As the sayFour years later, when I got brother Jon only to discover that
ing goes, there's one born every
my master's degree at the Uni- they were reading something
minute.
versity of Missouri, my parents that had them in hysterics.
After he left, I couldn't get the
and my sister came 500 miles to
"Wait til you hear what your
gentleman he originally menoned out of my mind. Herbert see me. My grandmother came first name means," Mike said.
My mind reeled with the posCraig. I hadn't heard such a dis- more than a thousand miles.
And when it finally came time sible meanings of "Craig."
tinguished name since Upton
for
me
to
get
my
diploma,
the
What could it be? Swamp rat?
Sinclair.
What haunted me most about gentleman reading off the Gutter snipe? Certified public
names
announced
that
the
next
accountant?
the name was that, despite being
It was even worse. It was, and
almost the same as mine, it was recipient was Craig Hergebert. I
completely different. Somehow went ahead and accepted the is, crag-dweller. And I'm not
making this up.
"Craig" sounds more assertive, degree for him.
f had other reasons for not likmore dynamic, more masculine
I'm not sure I've really rewhen it ends the name. And ing my name. When I started
covered from that discovery.
"Herbert" provides a balancing collecting baseball cards as a
seven-year-old, it was months Ever since, that day, at least this
touch of culture.
If the name is different it fol- ^•efore I found a card of a player is the way I remember it now,
I've been a loner, a veritable
lows that the man attached to who had my name, albeit in the
hermit. Next time you see me
that name would be different, wrong position — Roger Craig,
perhaps radically so, from the now the successful manager of standing by myself at Howard's,
you'll understand why. I'm a
the San Francisco Giants, but a
man attached to mine.
crag-dweller. It says so on my
So now I'm sitting in my of- 24-game loser for the Mets on
birth certificate and on my Ohio
fice, pecking away at my com- the card I owned. .
I never did find a Hergert. I
driver's license. C-r-a-i-g,
Euter, wondering what I would
crag-dweller.
e like if I had been named Her- checked "The Baseball Encyclopedia" and found that no
bert Craig.
Hergert
has
ever
played
organFirst off, a confession here.
In short, Shakespeare was
I'm not wild about the name I do ized ball. No Hergert has ever wrong. What's in a name? A
By Craig Hergert

heck of a lot. Royal Bard. A rose
might smell as sweet, regardless of its name, but how many
poets would mention it if it had
been called a pus-boil?
So how would Craig Hergert
have been different had he been
named Herbert Craig?
Herbert Craig would have
6one to an Ivy League school,
lerbert Craig would have patches on the elbows of his sportcoat, and he would wear that
coat more than once a semester.
Herbert Craig would have a
poet's eyes instead of a poet's
feet. (I'D spare you the ancient
punch-line here.)
And there is plenty that
couldn't be said about Herbert
Craig. He wouldn't wear tennis
shoes that have more holes than
the Browns' defense Sunday
night. And even if, for some unforeseeable reason, he did wear
shoes like that, he wouldn't,
upon finally getting a new pair,
request that the dilapidated ones
be boxed.
And Herbert Craig wouldn't
be sitting in an office that looked
like part of the set for "The Day
After" musing about what he'd
have been like had he been
named "Craig Hergert."
Craig Hergebert, an instructor in English from Slayton,
Minn., is a columnist for The
News.

Letters
CIA misrepresented
in demonstration
I usually am not as upset as
this, but the deluge of misinformation I've been subjected to in
the past week has really ticked
me off. Of course, I am referring
to the Peace Coalition and its
protest of the CIA interviewing
at BG. What I'm talking about is
misinformation in the form of
firopaganda. First the sensaionalist presentation of the
fliers, particularly the drawing
representing the CIA in a Naziesque uniform. Come on folks, is
this necessary? Also, the misleading information contained in
those fliers. The CIA is not an illegal organization. It is legally
sanctioned by the U.S. Congress.
It is only illegal for the CIA to
function within the borders of
the United States. Usually, if
there is an illegal activity taking
place, it is a faction or an individual within the CIA. Webster,
the new CIA director, guaranteed all activities will be
above the board, and a thorough
cleanup will take place. I am
sure this will happen, since he
did the same for the FBI.
As for the Peace Coalition saying the CIA is responsible for the
mining of Nicaraguan harbors,
this is also an untruth. Those
harbors were mined by Navy
SEALS, the CIA only helped in
an intelligence manner.
The Peace Coalition plans on
preventing adults — I assume
college seniors are adults —
from interviewing with the CIA
because it feels the CIA is immoral. Well, since when is the
Peace Coalition the moral right?
Is it not my constitutional right
to interview with whom I wish?
Does not the CIA have the right
to free speech, just as the Peace
Coalition?
The Coalition would be wise tc
refrain from the tactics it is us
ing to demonstrate. In using thi

propaganda in such a manner, it
is becoming as bad as those it
protests. And by trying to prevent responsible people from
interviewing, it is violating others' rights.
I do not agree with everything
the CIA does, but to believe
there is just the black and white
of right and wrong in this world
is very naive. There is a large
grey area which develops in the
structure of politics, economics,
and the world as a whole. If you
want to change something, it
would be best to work within the
system to change it. Systems
are long in their tradition of
brushing aside that which is outside like it were so much lint on
a coat.
John Eliyas
Kevin Toney
803 Eighth St. Apt. 1

CIA made up of more
than 'secret agents'
Coming from Cleveland, I
have seen my share of demonstrations. None, however, have
made me as sick as the demonstration against CIA recruiting
on campus sponsored by the
Progressive Student Organization. Granted, over the years the
CIA has made mistakes detrimental to itself and the United
States. However, members of
PSO and others have unfairly
generalized their positions
toward the CIA. There seems to
be a misconception that the CIA
is made up of only secret agents
who go around killing people. In
fact, the CIA is made up of hundreds of men and women across
the country and around the
world who hold various positions
in no way connected with covert
operations. I have personal acquaintances who have worked
and are now working for the
CIA. I have the utmost respect
for them and do not consider
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them to be engaging in "gangsterism" as PSO member Jose
Luna so eloquently stated in the
BG News. The PSO has every
right to speak its mind. I think it
should, however, direct its
"mud-slinging" campaigns
toward someone like William
Webster, director of the CIA,
and not get mud in the faces of
innocent, dedicated people
working for the CIA. I believe
the PSO is giving some dangerous advice by encouraging students not to seek employment in
this vital government operation.
If the CIA were to shut down, I
fear the results would threaten
our national security.
DaneDelli
7TreadwayHall

A 'real world' Thanksgiving
By Mizell Stewart
You know you've joined the
ranks of the grown-ups when
there is no longer such a thing as
Thanksgiving vacation, and
your mother calls and says she's
bringing the rest of the family to
Eour house for turkey and all the
rimmings this year.
And that's just what happened
during last week's Thanksgiving
holiday, my first away from
home, well, since birth.
But being away did not seem
nearly as traumatic for me as it
was for my mom.
The holiday season has been
lost on me ever since I first left
home for Bowling Green.
Thanksgiving usually served as
a breather before final exams
...and Christmas gifts were purchased at the University bookstore with whatever funds I
gained from selling my books at
the end of the semester.
Working straight through
November and December didn't
seem like such a bad idea.
Around here, I figured it would
be frowned upon if the new cub
reporter at the Springfield
News-Sun (me) asked to have
the holidays off.
Breaking the news to Mom
was another story.
"What do you mean you have
to work on Thanksgiving?
Christmas, too!! What kind of
people do you work for?"
Mom cannot possibly relate to
people who get just two weeks
worth of vacation time a year.
You see, she's a high school
principal.
Suddenly, like an eraser to a
blackboard, her disposition
changed. Yes, the proverbial
lightbulb went off in her head.
"That's okay, son. In fact, this
will work out even better. Why
don't we come down and join you
for Thanksgiving dinnerf "
Oh, boy. Getting ready for this
ended up a major production.
My mom, brother, uncle, and

cousin were coming; paper
plates and plastic forks wouldn't
cut it. A quick trip to the housewares department was in order
for new dishes and silverware.
Next I picked up a gleaming
non-stick broiling pan. This purchase really made me proud —
the days of burnt burgers cooked
on a pie tin would be banished
forever.
While I'm no slouch when it
comes to cooking (as long as it's
microwaveable) the idea of
spending ten bucks on a bird was
a one-shot deal. There would be
no second chance without causing serious injury to my pocketbook.
And I half-expected Mom to
grade me on how it tasted.
I decided to cook the turkey
the day before Thanksgiving

(thus giving me enough time to
get another just in case).
As promised, my prepackaged vitamin-enriched selfbasting brand-name SuperGobbler delivered. I simply removed the neck and giblets,
popped the bird on the roasting
Sin, slid it into the oven and seted down to watch TV.
Three-and-a-half hours later,
my golden poultry was ready.
And I didn't even have to call the
Butterball toll-free hotline.
The rest of the meal, If you'll
pardon the pun, was a piece of
cake. Mom graciously Drought
the stuffing and collard greens,
and I kicked in a store-bought
apple pie for dessert.
When the family arrived for
dinner Thanksgiving day, I busied myself in the kitchen heat-

ing this and warming that while
they watched a football game.
But Mom hates football, and
was eager to help as my feeble
attempt at giblei gravy boiled
over on the stove. Just coming
to the rescue," she said.
As it turned out, having the
family down for the holiday
wasn t so bad. And I received
?|uite a few compliments on my
irst large-scale family dinner.
But the thought of cooking that
bird still haunts me.
Finishing off six pounds of left over turkey is gonna take a
while.
Stewart is a reporter for the
Springfield News-Sun and former editor for The News.
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Student jailed for assault
by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

A University student is being held in Wood
County Jail after being charged with disorderly conduct with persistence, criminal
trespassing, resisting arrest and assault of a
police officer.
Freshman Treena Johnson, 109 McDonald
North, was arrested Wednesday night in a
former boyfriend's room in Offenhauer
East.
Johnson apparently refused to leave the
room, creating a disturbance, police said.
After officers asked the suspect to leave
several times, she assaulted one of them,
said Lt. David Weekley, patrol supervisor of
campus police.

"The officer was bitten, kicked in the face
and pushed into a piece of furniture, injuring
his right elbow," he said.
Patrolman John Shumaker has been
treated and released from Wood County
Hospital.
A charge of assault is one of 39 "trigger
offenses" listed in the 1987-88 Student Code
which can cause a student to be suspended
from the University, Weekley said. Trigger
offenses include crimes of violence, such as
rape, abduction, kidnapping and murder.
If a student is arrested on campus for one
of these offenses, campus police notify University President Paul Olscamp's office
immediately, said Derek Dickinson, director of Standards and Procedures. The presi-

dent's office refers the incident to the Ohio
Board of Regents.
A student charged with a trigger offense is
given a hearing with an attorney appointed
by the Board, who will determine if there is a
"preponderance of evidence" to suspend the
student from the University, Dickinson said.
The attornev may rule that the student be
put on probation until the litigation is resolved in court. However, if found guilty, the
student is automatically suspended and may
not attend any state university within Ohio
for one year, he added.
Johnson's hearing with an attorney appointed by the Board of Regents has been set
for next Tuesday, Weekley said.

Hazards.
Continued from page 1.
it easier to read, Houchins said.
"The jargonese keeps changing. Believe me, it's a nightmare
trying to keep it in king's English, he said.
The committee, made up of
county and city officials, members of police and fire departments, representatives from
local industry and advisers from
the Environmental Protection
Agency and other state organizations, met yesterday to discuss updates to the plan.
"Since the process began,
there have been seven changes
and updates in the plan, and we
are ready to change it again,"
he said. "This takes on-going
planning. Once it is in place it
will be eternal as long as
someone monitors it and makes

changes over time."
Members deal with a "worst
case scenario" and raise any
questions not already answered
concerning what would be done
to protect life and property and
restore the situation.
"This is an ever-changing
process, not just something you
put on the shelf. It is a working
plan and a tool for police and fire
departments,
he said.
Changes, as they occur, will be
sent to each plan holder, which
includes the mayor of each
community in Wood County, fire
chiefs, police chiefs, safety directors and engineers.
Though the specific contents
of the plan apply only to Wood
County, the committee "is proud
of the fact the plan is a wellorganized model for counties
surrounding us," such as Lucas
and Hancock, Houchins said.
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This Sunday Dec 6th only
Open House 12-5
Free Refresh me ni1. Gilts
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GRAND OP6NING SP€CIRIS ALL W€€K
THRU SUNDRV

Op Everything
O
in
Store
off

No coupons, other discounts, special
orders, or current layaways apply

During Moll Hours 10-10 daily 12-6 Sunday

■ full line of Active Sports Apparel
for men, women, and children

Student Discount on Thursday with I.D.
on oil non-candy food items.

Including. School Jackets. Running Tights, sweatclothing
BGSU gifts. Apparel and Novelties, custom T-shirt printing
Embroidery/sew on letters excluded

Gift certificates and layaways available

FOOD, CRNDV, SNACK AND GIFTS
Spaghetti $.29/lb.
California Jumbo Pistachio $3.99/lb. I c "
Create Vour Own Christmas Gifts
\
I
"Buy fl Pinch or a Pound From Around The UJorld"

Shop the Falcon House for Christmas Gifts for
the Active People on your list'

FALCON HOUSE
°o

SPORTING GOODS

~0
*-'0

"Your Athletic Shoe & Sports Headquarters m BG "
123 S. Main St.. Downtown BG. - acrou Itom Hunlinglon Bank

Holiday Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10-9: Sun. 12-5
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Give the gift
of music.

128 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

MCA RECORDS
THE CRUSADERS
THE VOCAL ALBUM
m wurw WCAI Hrs mm THI muora
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YELLOW JACKETS
FOUR CORNERS
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SPYRO GYRA
STORIES WITHOUT WORDS
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AVOID THE NOID'1
Domino's Pizza Delivers'
hot to you Ybu gel madetoorder. top-quality pizza,
piping-hot and delicious,
just the way you like it.
We're quick in the store
so we can salely deliver
your hot pizza in less
than 30 minutes No
NOID" is good news, so
call Domino's Pizza' today

$1.00
Off
any 12" or 14"
Doubles order
w/ one item or more
Fast Free Delivery™
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All these LP's«Tapes«CD's
Now on Special !

Call Us !

352-1539 Ana-Jet

expires Dec. 18th. 1987

j

Our dr»«r* ctcy «ti Mn UOOO LimWd d*Hv«ry 4KM

1616 E. Wooster
E. Greenwood Centre
Hours: open from
11 am Daily
I IM6 Oomtoot PlIM, tnc

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS' DOUBLES
FREE.
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N.W. Ohio's Largest
Selection of Compact
Discs!

*

OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon-Thurs 9am-lopm
Fri-Sal 9am-Midnight
Sundays Noon-7pm

Gift Certificates Available in Any Amount

*
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Club doesn't 'play' Ticket relief granted
Members take weightlifting, workouts seriously
"Hopefully, they'll have a
Miss BGSU pageant so we can
get some women in it," he said.

by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter

This University club takes its
weightlifting seriously.
Even the requirements to get
into the club are stiff, said Glenn
Mclntosh, faculty adviser for
the weightlifting club.
"Our basic requirement is
that you have to bench press ISO
percent of your body weight.
You have to squat 175 percent of
your body weight," he said.
"The women's requirements
aren't as high as that.
Mclntosh added that the
women in the club are very dedicated to lifting weights. Originally, two women were officers
this semester. One had to resign
because of other commitments,
but is still involved.
I.The weightlifting club enters
contests throughout the year,
including a powerlifting meet
Dec. 12 and the Mr. BGSII competition in the spring.

While the requirements for actually becoming a member of
the weightlifting club may be
stiff, Mclntosh said it is worth
the time to get into the club.
One advantage, he said, is that
it only costs J30 per semester to
belong to the club.
"It's really cheap compared
to the health spas," he said.
"For a month (at a health spa)
you're talking about $100. That's
a lot of money for a college student."
The weightlifting club has
about 60 members, he said.
Mclntosh said the requirements for the club are necessary
to prevent people from just coming in and "playing in the
weight room.
"That's why we have the requirements to get into the
club—not that you have to compete, but it is serious," he said.

Coming Spring Semester!
SUNTANNING •

A Unique Process
Super Tan
Exclusive in Bowling Green
Guaranteed not to Bum!

BG TANS

"A Tan for all Seasons"
Salon
Vitamins, supplements, and
skincare products
Medically supervised tans!
127 S. Main St.

352-TANS

"Everybody's dedicated to
working out three or four times
a week/'
According to Mclntosh, there
is a big difference between the
weightlifting club members' bodies and other lifters on campus.
The Student Recreation
Center equipment just tones the
body while the machines and
weights in the club "academically builds" the body, Mclntosh
said.
The weightlifting club, in the
past, has had some problems
with other clubs and athletic
teams using its equipment since
it is on University property. The
machines and weights are located in Eppler South.
While those clubs and teams
still use the equipment this
semester, Mclntosh said there
are no conflicts.
Mclntosh said Mark Majer,
Bresident of the club, has kept
le lines of communication open
between the club and the School
of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
"Just the way he deals with
Dile is not something they've
in the past," he said.
Some of the athletic teams
would probably not use their
equipment if they had decent facilitites to work out in, accordingr to Mclntosh.
'I think the athletic department owes it to itself to get a
weight room. You need it for injuries and stuff," he said. "The
athletic program would really
excel with a weight program.
"You just can't have that for a
division one football team in the
1980s. Not that they don't have
big guys on the football team,
and strong, too." said.
Mclntosh said he expects relations to improve with HPER
and other clubs and teams.
"They said something about
painting our room so maybe
they're willing to work with us,"
he said.

by BUI Frandscy
reporter
Students expecting to find
their parking meters expired
were treated to an extra 12
minutes yesterday thanks to a
group known as Students
Against Expired Meters.
"We're going around to all
the metered lots on campus
and putting money in the exeired meters," said Matt "The
leter-Man" Webb, senior
interpersonal and public
communications major and
member of the one-day group.
"The idea started in our
IPCO 307 class," Webb said.
"We had to put together a philanthropical group. We decided that expired meters
were a problem to students."
The group of about 25 students went in shifts from lot to
lot wearing masks and filling
meters. After filling an expired meter, members put a
note saying "Twelve more
minutes of parking time compliments of Students Against
Expired Meters" on the car's
windshield.
The event went fairly
smoothly except for one unpleasant run-in with a meter
reader. Darrin Pordash,
senior IPCO major, said he
was filling meters when a
meter reader drove up.
"The last meter I filled was
broken and would not take the
nickel," Pordash said. "This
woman starts writing up a
ticket. I told her she can't
write up a ticket for a broken
meter and she said 'Is this
your car?' When I said no, she
said, "Then let the guy whose
car it is worry about it. "
The money for the masks
and meters came from the
core group of students who
came up with the idea.
"We were graded based on
how many other students we

BG News/Michelle Thornewell
The 'Lone Changer,' Will Brown, senior sports management major
inserts a nickel on one of the parking meters at the Jerome Library
lot. About 25 students participated in Students Against Expired
Meters', a philanthropical project for an IPCO 307 class.

could get to join us and we
thought this project would be
interesting and enjoyable to
students,'' Webb said, adding
that 18 of the 25 other students
in the class joined the group.
For the project, the group
invented nicknames for the 7
core members. These included

"The Lone Changer," "Falcon
Woman," and "Betty Bursar."
"Our purpose," Webb said,
"is to alleviate parking problems and strife caused by tickets."
The group estimates that it
filled about 240 meters, both
expired and unexpired.
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Phi Eta Sigma
Book Scholarship Applications
Are Still Available.
Deadline Dec. 7. 1987
Contact Steve Buehrer
at 372-6740

COME ON ALONG
WITH ME
TO THE
RSA/H.O.M.E.
HOLIDAY WEEKEND !
Friday - Holiday Party in Harshman Quad.
- 9 pm to 1 am
- Cost $1.00 get tickets at the door
Saturday - Dry Dock in the Galley!

- 9 pm to 1 am
- APBwill perform Live

COME HAVE FUN BEFORE FINALS
Get your picture taken with me. . . Santa
ALL MY FRIENDS WILL BE THERE
WHY NOT YOCI?

709?
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Student kicks 'round world
by Craig Wagner
reporter

Raindrops keep f a 11 i n'...

BC News/Mike McCune

Julie Clement, sophomore education majo<. seeks protection from
the rain as she walks from the University Union to the Theta Chi
house.

Reagan
D Continued from page 1.
The two leaders have tentatively agreed to meet again in
Moscow by mid-1988, perhaps to
sign a treaty on SO percent cuts
in the strategic weapons.
Asked if Re would be heartbroken if the lack of an agreement prevented him from going

to Moscow, Reagan said, "I
think I'd stop short of that, but
I'd be very disappointed. And I
just don't think it's going to happen.
"I think we're going to have a
meeting in Moscow and I think
there is a reasonably good
chance that we will make another gigantic step forward in
the elimination of nuclear
weapons."

Working for an international
corporation or enlisting in the
armed forces are two ways to
travel for many Americans.
However, one University student has been able to get a
firsthand view of the world by
playing soccer.
Jeff Vincent, junior social
studies major from North Olmsted, is a member of the EastWest Soccer Club in Cleveland.
Tours with the team have taken
him to England, the Netherlands, and West and East Germany.
However, visits to the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic
of China were the most interesting, Vincent said. He spent a
week with the team in the Soviet
Union in 1984 and went to China
for a week in 1985 with a sports
travel agent to arrange soccer
tours. He aKo spent two days in
the Soviet Union with his parents in 1985.
Vincent said he expected
China to be similar to the Soviet
Union, but he discovered there
are differences, especially in the
way the Soviet and Chinese people reacted to him and his
teammates.
"In the Soviet Union, the peo{ile we encountered seemed
airly cold," he said. "They
were not real friendly, and they
didn't smile too much."
He said the Chinese were
much more open and hospitable.
"They would come up to us in
the street and touch us, he said.
"They touched me and another
guy that had blond hair — some
of them had never seen people
with blond hair."
Vincent said the Chinese often
went out of their way to make
the visit more comfortable for
the group. He said when the
group did not bring enough
warm clothes for the trip, the
Chinese furnished them with
coats, wool pants and sweaters.
"And they wouldn't accept
them back when we left," he added.
Government officials and security men escorted the players
in both countries. In the Soviet

•Jeff Vincent,
Union, he said, the officials tried
to keep them from intermingling
with the Soviet people.
"They had special stores
made for tourists," Vincent explained. "The Soviet citizens
couldn't even go into those. And
we couldn't go into any Soviet
stores that the citizens went to."
However, Vincent said he
would like to visit the Soviet
Union again to see if it is more
open now than when he was
"People I've talked to who
have been there in the past year
say it's changed a lot," he said.
In China, Vincent said, the security men escorting the group
asked questions about the
United States when the bureaucratic officials were not
present.
"They asked us about freedom
and everything," he said. "They
had this gleam in their eyes
when they were talking to us.
Many of the questions the
Chinese asked demonstrated
some misconceptions they have
about the United States.
"They have an impression
that the United States is 'Dallas'
and "The Dukes of Hazard.'"
Vincent said the Chinese also
believe American cities are torn
by racial wars and that all
Americans carry guns. He said
they asked questions like "Is
there a lot of crime in your country?" and "Is there a lot of inner-city chaos?"
Unlike the Chinese, however,
the Soviets escorting the team
never asked any questions, he
said.
"They would never say anything to you. They would just
kind of keep their eyes on you."
Vincent said the people in both
countries had a fascination for
American products — especially
blue jeans.

"I was once offered 80 rubles
for a pair of jeans, which is the
equivalent of approximately
$100," he said. He was also
offered the equivalent of $150 for
a $20 portable tape recorder.
Vincent said he and another
teammate once had a frightening experience in Leningrad.
The two left the hotel without an
escort once, and a pair of
strange men carrying backpacks began following them.
He said the two men approached them on a drawbridge and
asked them if they wanted to sell
their jeans. When Vincent and
his teammate said no, the
strangers persisted.
"They kept grabbing us and
wouldn't let us go away," he
said. "We started getting scared

because they were acting really
funny — we were only 16 or 17 at
the time."
He said the two men finally
left them alone when he and his
teammate asked them what
they had in their bags.
Vincent said experiencing
different cultures has made him
"much less ethnocentric and a
lot more open-minded."
However, he said visiting the
Soviet Union and China have
also made him more appreciative of the freedoms ana privileges he has in the United States.
'If you ever question your
own country, go somewhere
where you're under almost total
control by the state," he said.

Thanks for
your
advertising
support.
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THESE DAYS MANY
PEOPLE ARE HAVING
SEX, BUT FEW
ARE MAKING LOVE!

"They have an impression
that the United States is
'Dallas' and 'The Dukes of
Hazard.'"
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The Panhellenic Council would like to thank the
1987
Executive Officers
President
Vice President of Membership Development
Vice President of Rush
Vice President of Rush Counselors
Cabinet Director
Secretary
Treasurer

Jill Arslanian
Karen Dicker
Kathi Halas

Susie Wilimitis
Debra Hovanec
Sue Richards
Jennifer Palagyi
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Alchohol Awareness
Computer Representative
Community Service
Constitution
Faculty Relations
Greek Representative
Assistant Greek Representative
Intramurals
Leadership Development
Organizational Representative
Public Relations
Scholarship

Melissa Puckett
Kana Ryan
Kimberlie Goldsberry
Jackie Bilas
Allison Haley
Wendy Moorman
Kelly Karshner
Lara Fish
Jennifer Young
Kathryn Miller
Michelle Hrusovsky
Anne Geisman

for all their hard work and dedication
With special thanks to
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Panhellenic Advisor
Graduate Advisor
Panhellenic Secretary
Director of Greek Life

Laurie Allen
Jenny Kuzeppa
Mary Ellen Werner
Wayne Colvin
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"JUSTMADE FOR YOU"

320 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN
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Congratulations on a JOD
Job Well
wen uonei
Done!
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Haiti panel sought
New council needed to supervise elections
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — A provisional government, which disbanded the Electoral Council after violence
aborted Sunday's election, said
a new council should have been
named last night to begin planning new elections.
The military-dominated junta
also said it would transfer power
to a newly-«lected government
by Feb. 7, as scheduled.
In a communique broadcast
on state-run television Wednesday night, the junta asked the
nine organizations that named
members to the original Electoral Council to select different
candidates to form a new panel.
The communique, signed by
Information Minister Gerard
Noel, said the junta hoped the
new Electoral Council would be
appointed by midnight last
night. The Constitution au-

thorizes a civilian Electoral
Council to hold elections.
"The new Electoral Council is
called on to supervise and orSanize general elections ... for
le designation of the country's
new president, freely elected by
the people," the communique
read.
Rene Belance, spokesperson
for the original Electoral Council, said in an interview Wednesday he did not think the
groups that appointed the first
council would comply with the
communique.
"I don't see why the institutions would do that, they have
nothing to reproach their members of the (first) Electoral
Council (for)," Belance said.
Members of the disbanded
council remained in hiding'
Wednesday, and it was not im-

mediately possible to obtain
their reaction to the junta's
statement.
But on Tuesday, the council
refused to disband and declared
void any elections organized by
the three-man junta, led by IX.
Gen. Henri Namphy.
The junta, which was
criticized for failing to stop the
violence that scuttled Sunday's
election, has ruled since Feb. 7,
1986, when dictator Jean-Claude
Duvalier fled his impoverished
Caribbean island nation.
"If the members of the (provisional government) do not resign, the United States should
promptly move to recognize a
government in Haiti which has
the support and confidence of
the Haitian people," Rep. Dante
Fascell, D-Fla., said in a harshly-worded House floor speech.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

rSecc^^i^^er'reasesl
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
SAVE S's WITH SPECIAL RATES DURING DECEMBER
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

Pact may free hostages

Bomb evidence scarce
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
The government searched yesterday for proof of North Korean
involvement in the suspected
bombing of an airliner after
warning it was ready to end
talks with its communist rival
on sharing the 1988 Seoul Olympics.
Government officials said
they believed a sophisticated
plastic explosives bomb was
planted on the Korean Airlines
flight that vanished with 115
people aboard. They were
checking to see if a third person

bin Khalifa. Japan's acting ambassador in Bahrain, Takao
Natsume, said she refused to
talk to Korean and Japanese
diplomats who questioned her.
The plane was on a flight from
Iraq to Seoul when it disappeared Sunday near the Burma-Thailand border. The Asian
couple left the jet on a stopover
in Abu Dhabi.
Japanese officials in Tokyo
hoped that fingerprints and photos of the couple, sent from Bahrain overnight, would help them
identify the pair.

could have been involved.
Officials in Bahrain were still
trying to identify an Asian couple who took poison just before
they were to be questioned about
the missing jetliner. The man
died. The woman was reported
yesterday to be conscious after
having been in a coma. Both
were carrying forged Japanese
passports when detained Tuesday at the Bahrain airport.
The woman was awake and
asked her doctors for something
to eat. according to Bahrain's
chief of immigration, Sheik Ali
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Snowed In With An ALPHA DELT
Diane * Mark

Dopey * Headbangar

#

Leslie * Matt

MI ' Dan
OHi* Owl * Goo»»

' QUALIFICATIONS: GOOD ACEDIMIC STANDING AT BGSU; SOME JAPANESE LANUAGE (for J
I Raman U.); SOME COURSES ON ASIA, INTEREST IN CAREERS RELATED TO JAPAN AND V
\ KOREA; COMMITMENT TO RETURN TO BGSU AFTER STUDY ABROAD.
APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE. FOR INQUIRY. CONTACT PROF. TSUNEO AKAHA, DIRECTOR. ASIAN (
STUDIES PROGRAM. 372-2922.
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Lori * Jo*
Karen * George
Amy * This week Yes
Debbie * Alan
Julie * Dave
Aim** ' Dav*
Valerie * Scott
Banana * Shotglass
Cathy ' Dave
Debbie * Matt

Grethen * Rick
Nancy * Paschalis
Lynn * Chris
Debby ' Another Scott
Mickey ' Minnie
The Sailor * The Tieer
Debbie * Doug
Globie * Spike
Rene* * Chris
Janet * Dan
Killer * Zsiybaluba
Karen * Bob
Nancy * Micki
Michelle * Reg
Wendy * Russ
Maria ' Myron
F.D.V.M. * An Unknown BrotherIn-Law
Santa * Mrs. Clans
Chris ' Mike
Veronica * Christopher
Ma * S.D.D.P

Liu * Donnie
Peanut ' Coconut
Sherri * Scott
Kiraberlya * Brad
Lynn * Scott

'APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED NOW THROUGH JANUARY 13 FOR TUITION-FREE'
I SCHOLARSHIPS TO STUDY AT NANZAN UNIVERSITY, NAGOYA, JAPAN AND YONSEl(
, UNIVERSITY, SEOUL, KOREA, FALL 1988-SPRING 1989.

ALL I WANT FOR X-MAS
IS A DATE^A. WITH YOU!

compound. But a U.S. Justice Department
spokesman said the helicopters were being used
for observation and would continue as they're
needed.
Inmates, shouting over loudspeakers in English
and Spanish, asked the government to remove the
helicopters.
"They say that the hostages are very nervous,
but they also are nervous," said Huber Matos Jr.,
a Cuban exile who translated for journalists. "The
hostages want the helicopters out of there. They
want the helicopters out of there."
Michael Quinlan, head of the bureau of prisons,
defended the use of helicopters "for security
reasons," but acknowledged "it may have some
negative impacts" on the inmates.
Korten had noted this morning that a call-in television poll conducted Wednesday by a local television station indicated viewers were less sympathetic to the Cubans than they were a week ago.
"It appears that the longer this situation goes on,
the more difficult their position becomes in the
arena of public opinion, "he said.
The Atlanta detainees took over the prison Nov.
23 after the Justice Department announced that
Cuba had agreed to take back "undesirables."

ATLANTA (AP) — Federal negotiators and representatives of 1,106 Cuban inmates reached a tentative agreement yesterday that could lead to the
release of t9 hostages if approved by the detainees
who have controlled the prison for 11 days, a federal official said.
"If they approve it, this is it," Korten said.
The agreement would apply to an estimated
3,800 Cuban detainees hew in county, state and
federal prisons across the country, not just those in
Atlanta, Korten said. It already has been approved
by U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese En.
The pact would have no bearing, however, on the
status of American inmates serving prison sentences at the U.S. Penitentiary in Atlanta, he said.
"We hope those who have been negotiating have
the ability to deliver," he said of the six inmate
representatives.
Earlier yesterday, the Cuban-born bishop credited with ending an eight-day prison uprising in
Louisiana delayed a trip to Atlanta because of stalled talks between the Cubans and federal authorities.
Also, one inmate surrendered and other inmates
protested the use of helicopters over the prison

FULL-TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS TO STUDY
IN JAPAN AND KOREA
'CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERABLE BACK TO BGSU. INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH, EXCEPT)
• LANGUAGE COURSES. DIVERSE COURSE OFFERINGS IN SOCIAL ARTS AND HUMANITIES, <
I AS WELL AS LANGUAGE.
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Dawn * Joe
Parti* * Sean
Beast * Bamboula
Lisa * Mike
The Executive * The Chemist
Stephanie * Robert
Michelle ' Chi)
ludy ' Dean
The Teachers: Her * Him
Lynn * leil
Brenda * Little Billy
Tammy " Rob
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Kappa Delta
Snowflake Snuggle
December 5,
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Peace YES, Bowling Green,
plans
There is a Santa Claus and Harts
argued Is Answering Your "Letters to Santa.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
— The leftist Sandinista
Government and the
.S.-backed contra rebels
criticized each others' peace
proposals as they headed into
their first cease-fire talks since
the civil war began in 1982.
The indirect talks were to be
held in Santo Domingo, capital
of the Caribbean island nation of
the Dominican Republic, and
mediated by Cardinal Miguel
Obando y Bravo, the archbishop
of Managua.
On Wednesday night, President Daniel Ortega criticized the
contras' truce proposal.
"Our first impression is that
this is a document prepared by
the most right-wing sectors of
the Reagan administration, intended to kill the chances for
agreement on a cease-fire," Ortega said.
Nevertheless, he said his
government would work today
to achieve a cease-fire, a key
element of a regional peace plan
signed Aug. 7 by the leaders of
Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Costa Rica and
Honduras.
Contra leaders called Ortega's
cease-fire plan "tantamount to
surrender.
Before yesterday's talks, the
Sandinistas had refused to negotiate directly with the contras,
saying they would only speak
with the United States because it
finances and directs the contras.
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Dear Santa...

Come to Harts this Friday
and fill out your Letter to
Santa. Shop around and
write down the items name
and price. If your Letter is
drawn at random from
Santa's mailbox, you take
home the items listed, up to
$
20000 retail price!
HI One Hand Written Entry Pel Person (2) No Purchase Required (3l Winner Musi Be
At Least 18 Tears Old 14) Manmum Prue Value ol J200 Including Sales Ta« |5| Pri/e
Must Be Selected From Merchandise On Hand At The Awarding Store Prue Value Can
Not Be Used Towards Another Purchase Every Harts Store Win Award One Lucky
Customer The flight To Select Merchandise Ol Their Choice Up To S200 On Friday.
December 4. 1987 Drawing Will Be Held At 11 00 P.M. Friday December 4 1987
Employees ol Harts & Big Bear Not Eligible.

Name
Address
Phone
§>

Fill Out Your
Letter and
Drop It In Santa's Mailbox.

DRAWING, 11 P.M. FRI., DEC. 4

The Nicaraguan government
finally agreed to indirect truce
talks with the contras in order to
comply with the peace plan.
Obando y Bravo was to relay
offers from the contra delegation at Roman Catholic offices
in Santo Domingo to Sandinista
representatives at the Nicaraguan Embassv.
Ortega said Wednesday night
that the Sandinista delegation
would discuss only "matters
having to do with a cease-fire,"
a reference to the contra plan's
insistence on simultaneous political reforms.
Leaders of the contras' Nicaraguan Resistance umbrella
Soup on Wednesday held firm
their proposal for a nationwide cease-fire Dec. 8 to Jan. 17.
The 15-point contra proposal
also demands the disarming of
the Sandinista army and creation of a new, smaller national
force that would incorporate the
rebels.
It further demands that, simultaneous with the start of a
truce, the government lift a
state of emergency in effect almost continuously since ihe
fighting began. The state of
emergency limits numerous civil rights.
Sandinista leaders have said
the contra 'var made the state of
emergency necessary and that it
will be lifted as soon as the
United States stops supporting
the rebels and the conflict ends.
Ortega's strongest objections
were to the contras' demand
that their estimated 10,000 fighters be allowed during the ceasefire to remain in the 45 percent
of Nicaragua they claim to control.
Were that demand granted,
Ortega said, "There might as
well not be cease-fire talks,
since (if) I (were) in their position (I) would plan the definitive
offensive to end this government."
Ortega's own cease-fire proposal, presented Nov. 13, calls
for aSMay truce starting Dec.
5, with the contras to be restricted during the period to
three demilitarized zones in a
much smaller area than the contras now claim.
The contras would receive no
military aid during that period,
although international relief
agencies could deliver food and
other humanitarian help.

FREE
Monogramming
Games. Reg

1 99 10 42 99

Up to three '-." letters
monogrammed free with the
purchase of any shirt or blouse.

Now 1.59 10 34.39

G.I. Joes Figures and
ccessories. Req 2 49 to 129 99
Now 1.99 to 103.99

Saturday,
December 12
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Eppler Center
* Downhill
* Cross Country
* Ski Clothing

^tmfrff 'r Tf 'nf?i

Not available at South
Zanesville. Central Point
or Newark

Quantities Limited To Stock On Hand...No Rainchecks

Prices Effective:

Unsafe & unusable equipment
will be discouraged.

Ski Racing Team

»»

Brings low prices home to you

Friday, December 4,1987
9:30 a.m. to MIDNIGHT
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leers hope to bounce back BG ready for
Invitational
by Al Franco
sports reporter

After being swept by Michigan State last
weekend, Bowling Green's hockey team is
hungry for wins, but this weekend's opponent Western Michigan is well aware of that
fact.
WMU is in third place in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association [~
with a record of W, while
BG is just one point back
at 7-6-1. The Broncos host
the Falcons Friday and
Saturday at Lawson Arena
in Kalamazoo, Mich. The
Falcons have 41-16-1 edge
in the series that started |
during the 1969-70 season. 1
"Teams run into hot
spells and cold spells and p"r»*

with Michigan State's two victories (last
weekend) it appears that Bowling Green is
in a cold spell,'' WMU head coach Bill Wilkinson said. "They're not going to sit back;
they're going be out for blood."

BG junior Greg Parks is just two points
back of Polillo in fourth place with 9-19-28,
while Brian Meharry (14-12-26) and Nelson
Emerson (11-15-26) are tied for sixth place.

In order for BG to draw blood and come
away victorious, it appears they're going to
have to stay out of the penalty bos. The
Broncos' power play unit is number one in
the CCHA scoring on 26 of 91 attempts for a
.286 percentage.
"We've always had good people running
the power play, Wilkinson said. "This year
we have younger people involved with it, but
they have stayed consistent with the style."

WMU goalie Bill Horn was second team
All-Amencan two years ago and second
team All-CCHA last season. After 13 starts
this season, Horn has a record of 7-6 and 3.40
goals against average.
The Falcons have been inconsistent between the pipes this season as Paul Connell
and John Burke have rotated. Connell
played in both games against Mighigan
State and posts a 6-3-1 record with a 5.00
g.a.a.

The Broncos are led by a pair of sophomores in Jeff Green and Paul Polillo, who
are ranked first and third in league scoring,
respectively. Green has 15 goals and 16 assists for 31 points, while Polillo is 7-23-30.

"Games against Bowling Green are always of the high intensity variety," Wilkinson said. "They've been relatively close, and
the outcome is usually decided depending on
who gets the bounce of the puck that night."

Falcon cagers visit E. Illinois
by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

After dropping the opening
Same of the season, Bowling
•reen women's basketball
coach Fran Voll said he wants
his team to bring its game up a
notch when they travel to
Eastern Illinois, Sunday at 2
p.m..
"It's real important that we
get a good performance (against
EIU)°' Voll said. "We can't
count on a win, but we want a
sound performance. We want to
shore up all the phases of our
game — rebounding, passing
and shooting."
Voll's comments are fresh
from the squad's 8042 drubbing
by Northwestern last Saturday
in Anderson Arena. In the
contest, BG was outrebounded
(42-30) and outshot percentagewise (52-42.6).
The Falcons were paced by
junior forward Jackie Motycka,
who scored 17 points and
Sabbed eight rebounds, in the
is to the Wildcats. Voll said he
was pleased with her showing.
"Jackie has continued to play
well," he said.
Voll also liked the play of

guard Chris Mossing. The senior
scored eight points (4-for-6 from
the field) and dealt out nine assists while not making a turnover.
"Chris did a nice job for her
first start," Voll said. "It's a
good starting point."
The Panthers, 1-1, won't be an
easy team for BG to get on track

against. EIU returns nine lettermen, including four starters.
This season's leader is senior
forward Ann Brown, who is
averaging 13 points per game
and 8.5 rebounds per game.
Guards Sheryl Bonsett, 12.0 ppg,
and Barb Perkes, 10.5 ppg, are
the only other Panthers in
double figures.

BG honors gridders
Numerous awards were presented to members of Bowling
Green's football team daring yesterday's Falcon Football Bust
in the University Union.
The Most Valuable Player Award went to senior outside linebacker John Hunter, the team's fourth-leading tackier.
The President's Award, given to the Falcon who combines
athletic and academic achievement, went to senior fullback
Mike Otten for the second consecutive year.
The Coaches Award, given to the Falcon who represents a
truly outstanding attitude, went to senior offensive tackle Greg
Senior defensive end Joe Foley and senior nose tackle Greg
Johnson shared the Carlos Jackson Award, given to the BG
player who makes the biggest contribution in leadership, inspiration and extra effort.
Senior defense guard Jack Coppess won the Special Teams
Award, while Tom Noe was given the Doyt Perry Award.

"We try to display a balanced
attack, and we 11 have to because Bowling Green is a big
team by comparison of size and
height. We can't rely on just one
person to carry us," assistant
coach Deanna Dabbraccio said.
"But I feel one of our advantages will be the good depth we
have in our nine returning lettermen."

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

The end of the semester and
finals are just two weeks
away, but the Bowling Green
swim teams are taking a test
of their own this weekend.
After a two week break, the
tankers host the Bowling
Green State University Invitationals Friday and Saturday at Cooper Pool.
"This weekend is a sort of
mid-term for us," head swim
coach Brian Gordon said.
"After this meet we are past
the midway point in the
season. This is a good meet to
evaluate ourselves and see
what we need to do to get
ready for our MAC dual meet
schedule." The women's field
includes Cleveland State and
Southeastern Conference
powerhouses Kentucky and
Vanderbilt. The men will host
Kentucky and Wayne State.
The women have placed
first in all four meets thus far,
but the with the caliber of this
weekend's competition, they

face their biggest challlenge
of the year. Kentucky looks to
be the favorite on the
women's side while their fellow SEC challenger, Vanderbilt, is no pushover, either.
BG defeated CSU in a dual
meet last month.
"When your going against
such powers as Kentucky and
Vanderbilt, it makes it tough
to win the meet," said Gordon. "Our main concern,
though, is to swim to our potential and improve from our
last meet."
The men also face a tough
test in challenging Kentucky
and Wayne State. Coming on
their first win of the year
against Wright State two
weeks ago, improvement is
the focal point this week.
Kentucky is known as a
major power in the SEC,
which is one of the top swimming conferences in the country, and comes in well rested.
Today's action begins at 7
p.m. while Saturday s events
are scheduled for 11 a.m. and
5 p.m.

Brown/Orange meet tomorrow
by Don Hensley
sports reporter

The Bowling Green gymnastics team will swing
into action Saturday when it begins the 1987-88
season with the Brown vs. Orange intrasquad
meet.
The Falcons will be led by senior captain Kim
Trost, who currently holds the school record on the
balance beam and all-around competition. Trost
set both records last vear against Pittsburgh when
she scored a 9.60 on the beam, and a 37.15 in the allaround competition.
Also returning to lead coach Charles Simpson's
team will be last year's Coaches Award winner,
Lisa Hillman. The sophomore was named to last

year's All-MAC team along with returning junior
Suzanne Bell. Together with Trost they hope to
supply the nucleus needed to guide this year's relatively young team.
BG will be split evenly, with the team consisting
of seven freshmen and seven upperclassmen.
Simpson said the leadership will be handled by the
returnees.
"Trost, Bell, and Hillman will supply the nucleus
for the team," Simpson said. "I am eager to see
how the younger women respond to the pressure of
intercollegiate gymnastics.
The problem spot for the Falcons in the past has
been the uneven bars, but that area seems to be
improving. Last year, Hillman placed second
(with a school record-tying 9.2) in the MidAmerican Conference meet and will once again
pace the squad on the bars.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONOR SOCIETY
EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS TO THEIR FALL 1987 INITIATES

STUDENTS
Suzanne Deters
Todd Nichols
Sheila Westendorf
Patrick Pearson
Dana Shaw
Diana Hudson
Lisa Padlo
Wendy Bridges
Amy Dianiska
Terri Overbeck
Andrew Slupecki
Rozanne Zych

Jennifer Boutelle
Scott Buchheit
Timothy Collins
Cole Griffin
Elizabeth Jocke
Allison Lied
Susan Milek
Elizabeth Rice
Randy Roof
Kana Ryan
Rebecca Stevens
Julie Tobin

FACULTY/STAFF
Dr. Carol Heckman
Dr. Michael Locey
Dr. Mary Edmonds

Mike Seabeck
Steve Fagen
Tadd Davis
Michael Howick
John Green
Matt Schleich
Ben Rowe
Ion Rolwing
Scott Gray
Chip Thompson
Dave Haynes
Brian Smith
Guy Rich
Tom Schloemer
Pete Reilly
Scott Imka
John Fitzgerald
Dennis Isabell
David St. Pierre
Rich Woodruff
John Sexauer
Brett Houston
Maxwell Soy III
Ed Davidson
Greg Brzuziewski
ijreg

Bill Napier
Rick Nie
Brian Brightman
Matt Defiance
Garrett Wyckoff
Eric Sanders
Tommy Myers
Brian Smith
Dave Bennett
Chris VanLokeren
Mike Satkowiak
Scott Korpowski
James Fisher
Todd Hollman
Ty Shaull
Tony DiFilippo
Kevin Nordhaus
Craig Parker
Derek Koukies
Tom Mraz
Randy Maggard
Joe McKenzie
George Queen
Sean Slovenski

What Kappa will be waiting for
you underneath your tree?

OFFICERS
Melissa Treler
Craig Auge
Scott Cotter
Jennifer Young
Dr. Ralph Wolfe

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Faculty Secretary

INITIATION TODAY PROUT CHAPEL 4 p.m.
-RECEPTION McFALL CENTER GALLERY 5 p.m.

"Christmas with a Kappa
December 4, 1987

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Falcon House
X Mas Open House
Sun 12-5
20* OH Everything
123 S Main
Downtown BG
352-3010

* * Italian Club Members* '
Italian Club wtl meet Monday
December 7 at the Intcnahonal Lounge
m Sooth Hall at / 30'
Be here for the last meeting ol the semester'

ATTENTION STUDENTS'
TOOAV IS THE LAST DAY TO APPLY FOB
JOUR 300 CALL 2-2076 OR PICK UP AP
PLICATION IN ROOM 310 WEST HALL
ATTENTION RTNDA MEMBERS1
We wtl be going to Channel 11 on Monday to
see production of the 6.00 newscast Meet m
the West Hal parking lot at 5 00 Any questions? Call Anita-3520509
ATTNBGPRO
Last get together this semester
What. Ice Skating
When Sunday 7-9 PM
Where Ice Arena
Cost is SI 50 with 50 skate rental
Be sure to remember your ID
BG CLUB HOCKEY
VS
TOLE00 ROCKETS
FRIDAY DEC. I, 2:00 ICE ARENA-FREE
ADMISSION
Bowling Green Phllharmonla
Robert Spano. conductor
Valerie Stima. assistant conductor
Blumtne Gustav Mahler
Anacrusis ■ Ed Milter
Symphone No 1 nD. 'Tltan'-Gustav Mahler
Free and open to the pubec
Sunday. December 6. 3 00 PM
Kobacker Hal
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT SALE
Sponsored by AMA
10:30 am- 3 30 pm
only S3 00 each
Thurs and Friday m BA lobby
FRIDAY MAGAZINE
Weekly meetings are Monday at 7 30 PM in the
Commons, 2nd floor of Wesl Hal Writers,
photographers and artists are needed. Non(oumaksm majors are welcome to attend Call
372-6967 or 353-2935 for more information
How do you write your RESUME and cover letters'' Find out at the next Women in Communications. Inc meeting Wed . Dec 9 at 6
PM i 104 BA See you there'
Phi Eta Sigma
Book Scholarship Applications are si* available
Deadline Dec 7. 1987
Contact Steve Buehrer at 372-6740
REMINDER: There are excellent student
leaching Discontents (al majors) available H i the
CLEVELAND SUBURBS least and west) the
Loram county area and the Firelands College
Area Plan now for 1988 89 Room 318, College of Education
SCEC
No 4 Meehng Dec 8 • 406 Ed
8 PM 'Christmas Party!'*
•Come for the tun""
SELLING S SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB
DEC 9 MEETING • 7 PM MCFALL ASSEMBLY
BARRY ROSEN OF FRUCHTMAN 4 ROSEN
ADVERTISING SERVICE
•SOCIAL AT MARK'S TO FOLLOW
Start thinking about your Summer Internship
now I Let The Washington Center Program hnd
an internship lor you in your field in Washington
DC They provide housing and soport services
and you receive 12 hours ol BGSU credit Hnd
out more Tuesday, December 8 at 11:30 AM In
231 Admin or contact the Center tor Academic
Options, 2-8202
The School ol HPER
wil hold its next
Saturday Program to* Youth
with Disabilities
on
SATURDAY. DECEMBER S
11 am to I pm
BOTH groups wtU meet inside the from doors of
the Ice arena al 11 am tor attendance OPEN
TO ALU

LOST & FOUND
Found. Umbreaa Must lei me where and
when you lost it 372-1060
LOST -Mans weddmg ring SREWARDS- Cal
1-386-8417
LOST RING
Gold with sever It found please return Much
sentimental value 372-5911

AGO AGO AGO AGO AGD AGO AGO AGO AGO
AGO
TO MY ITBV STEPHANIE ANMEW!
YOU ARE THE BEST UL ANYONE COULD ASK
FOR! ALPHA GAM MEANS TWICE AS MUCH
TO ME NOW THAT I HAVE A COMPLETE
FAMILY YOU'RE A GREAT ALPHA GAM IN
EVERY WAY (WE'LL TALK ABOUT GRADES
LATER)' GET PSYCHED FOR DATE PARTY-I'M
GONNA MAKE SURE YOU GET THERE THIS
TIME! I LOVE YOUI
YOUR BIG MARY

PERSONALS

"FMA'S CHRISTMAS"
Happy HOOTS'" Today
5.00 - 7 00 a! Uptown

AMA FORMAL MEETING
Dec 8th 7 30
115 Education
Remember the 50-50 Draw!
speeder to be announced
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(Sing to the tune ot Beverly Hawies)
There's a Fb Man Whose name ta Scott
Hea "Bit 2" and realty hot
it's getting cold and I want lo cuddle
So I'm taking htm to the Snowfteke Snuggle
X-mas Date Party thai is
Un-Dei the Mistletoe

-RODNEYGET EXCITEO FOR DATE PARTY!
WE WILL HAVE A GREAT TIME
MY CHRISTMAS WISH CAME TRUE EARLY
I LOVE YOU. JOOl

• * GAMMA PHI BETA • ■
TO AMY MCCAMENT AND SUZANNE POLKO
(THE 2 BEST PLEDGE EDUCATORS ON
CAMPUS)
YOU TWO HAVE GIVEN SO MUCH TO US
SINCE PLEDGE DAY-YOUVE MADE ALL THE
HARO WORK BEARABLE THANKS FOR MAKING US FEEL WELCOME AND FOR HELPING
US TO FIND OUR OWN SPECIAL PLACES
WITHIN THE SISTERHOOD OF GAMMA PHI
YOU TWO ARE GREATi
LOVE. SHANNON AND RITA
• • GAMMA PHI BETA ■ •

MANAGMENT CLUB
HAPPY HOURS
DEC 4TH 6 00 - 9:00
BASEMENT OF POLLYEYES
MEMBERS FREE. NON-MEMBERS SI
ELECTIONS"'

•••oz-D.it. Zeta'DZ""
Jamie Seegert.
The Christmas Dale Party a tonight
Wei have some fun and even might
See an art or two or three
And something special, fust from me'
So get ready and let's have a bal
'Cause you're the greatest gift ot al'

ABeon Haley
Our eyes were al watching as the candle went
by and our Joy was tor Alaon, avafcened lo •
Theta Chi Congratulations on your AXO-OX
tavaaenng to Scott "LOO" Calhoun
Love, your Alph. Chi Sln.tr
AmyLaask.
Congratulations on your recent engagement to
Scott Snyder We couldn't be happier for you
Love and TTKE. your Gamma Phi Sisters
Amy McCament
Kristme Studer
Ekzabeth Jaeger
Christie Roaemeyer
Lee Arm Rottman
You make our Gamma Phi Beta Sisterhood
even more special I love my family'
TTKE, Karen
ANNUAL HOLIDAY
CRAFT FAIR
Dec 7, 8, 9th
10 00 6 00 PM
GRAND BALLROOM

ABE YOU GOING? ARE YOU GOING?
Attention in-house A-Phls:
Tonight's the night you will see
For lot. ol fin. dining
in the be it lorn, to be
So put on your best dress and grab your male
Festivities start .1 II. .nd
You don't want to be late.
For ihls might be your last date before 19011
ATTENTION MR. LEMASTER
A.K.A. SUNG Kl
PATTY TIME'"
WE LOVE YOU!
THANKS FOB EVERYTHING!
LOVE, PRIXIE. TRIXIE, ANO DIXIE
Big Cathy and Little Jennifer.
Get psyched for tonight' We're going to have a
greet time. I know it'
KIM,
Andrea

Love.
Garde Jr
• * 'Gamma Phi Beta*' *
Suzanne and Amy.
I hope you had a great day'
Thanx for everything through pledging
Love. Arm
" * 'Gamma Phi Beta'""
Shorn.
Congrats on your new office'
I know you B do a great job
Love, your LT,
Arm
""Lordy. Lordy"*
I'm with Gordie'
Wild times are m store
Because I know you're not a bore
" * "Surprise. Surprise"""
You won't beleve your eyes'
I've been mysterious,
But m the end. you i be dekrtous!
"'Love. Your KD Crush""
"■■MARKHAINES"""
SATURDAY NfGHT YOU WILL COME TO
KNOW
THAT YOU'RE MY BEAU UNDER THE
MISTLETOE'IFCANT WAIT"
YOUR ALPHA GAM DATE

Blank spot? Memory
loss? You'll be both senior..
if you don't schedule a
senior portrait today.
PortraNa thru Nov. 20.
Call 372-8086 todayl
BOB BENDERSee ya under the mistletoe at
the DZ Christmas crush date party
Gel psyched for a super ttmef
LOVE. YOUR DZ CRUSH
BOB CLARK
Get payched lor Delta Zeta Christmas Crush
Date Party! Meet Me Under the Mistletoe'
DZ Love. Andrea
BRIAN ENDRIZAL
Tonight's the perfect chance.
To take a longer glance
Remember the Uncle
And get reedy to dance!"
Love.
Your Pi Pin Cruah Data
CHRIS BOMAN
Oat payched lor tonight, Babel I hope you are
aa excited aa I am. There la nothing like a
Delta Zeta Cruah Date Party to go with the Mj
cruah I have on You! Meet me under the
mistletoe!
Love, Jessica

Chrteamaa Wine Sip!
Christmas Wine tip!
ChrMmaa Wine ftp!

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1988 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON
PRESIDENT MARK HOSFELD
V.P INTERNAL MATT JENNINGS
V P MEMBERSHIP STEVE CASE
TREASURER DAVE KRICERI
ASST TREASURER TREVOR GUMMERE
PLEDGE EDUCATOR PAUL NAPOU
RECORDER-ERIC KOHLER
CORRESPONDENT DAN STOOOARD

CONGRATULATIONS
PAM CREEKMUR
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT
TO THE "BtG 0"
WE LOVE YA BUT ITS VERY SCARY
LINDA ANO SUZANNE

KMamUM
The "QANO" at 536 E Wooatar would But to
wtah you a Happy 21M B-Oayt
Love.
Tooch. Jewels, Ale. About and Scoop

Don't be a blank spot
In your
Schedule your senior
portrait today. Cell
372-0004
DOUG ROSEB A JOSH HART
To the two Alpha Stge that we adore.
Who we BXe every day just a little bit more
Get payched tor Sat it's gonna be greatYVB. love from the girls in Apt 8'"
OU ED SHULTZ
Roses are red violets are blue there's a car
tain PI PHI that cares a lot about you' Friday
nits wB be mat great because I have the no 1
date' Love???
DO" "JOE VASIL""DU
Corrgratutatlona on being elected to president
of Delia Upeaon. You wB be excellent aa the
men at the top ol the boat tret m town
Beat of kick l love you.

Lsrl
DAN GREEN
Long ago you met a PI Phi
but you haven't aeon her since
Now Guess What"
The PI Phi's are having a date party
and YOU are her crush data
Get sat for a bant, aee you Friday!
—The Btond trom Uptown-

Dan.
It's been 4 king years, but here it is
Your very first personal
Tomorrow we wil be snowbound
It's sure to be greet
So get excited because I cent wMII
Love. Mary Jo
P S Are we gomg out lo dinner?
Dave Kovacs.
I heard on the news.
There's a winter storm warning'
So, let's party al night.
and into the morning
Soft Rock Cent a where
The fun wil begin
And if we're lucky,
We wB get snowed In!
See you Saturday.
Cathy
PS. Don't forget your skis

OaveS.
The time has finely come
and tomonow la the day
When you wB discover
without further delay
I hope you haven't guessed
which KD I am
It would rum the surpnee
Saturday at 5 PM
So be prepared to party
al night long
Because with a KD
You can't go wrong!'!

FIJI SCOTT WHITEHEAD FUt
So ktsj year was a matake
Tomorrow's the night
It'e featy here
Double Date Party Time
WB bring Christmas Cheer
Can you guess who I am?
You don't have to think al that much
Cause this KD loves
Her Snowtlake Snuggle Crush
QfiETCHEN.
Happy 20th Birthday. I'm glad we on spend n
together thai year
Love. Rick
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY
JULIE LANGE
Lots ol Love.
Your BG Buddy
HARALD VAHEB
There's a.dale party, and "I don't know why"
You're invited, but "I do know why1'
My hair * blonde and my eyes are blue
Tonne wB be fun and so are you'
Love. Your Pi Pts Crush Date
Hey Craiglet'
ThJa ia our first.
It wont be our last!
At wmter Extravaganza
We I have a blast'
Love.
Mary
JackT
The happiest time ot the year a here, it's the DZ
Christmas Cruah which means good times and
lots of cheer' The mistletoe and I await your
charming presence tonight Gel excited for a
night to remember!'1!
MttheesR

Your KD Crush
Jack

DAVE, YOU'RE THE ONLY BEAU UNDER MY
MISTLETOE! WE'RE GOING TO HAVE A
GREAT TIME SATURDAY NIGHT!
GET PSYCHED!! LOVE. MONICA
Debt* end Laa.
We ere looking forward to having a GREAT time
at our Semi-Formal with you gtrta
Love, Your Houseooys

DEE GEE SLEIGH RIDE
DEE GEE SLEIGH RIDE
DEE GEE SLEIGH RIDE
DEE GEE SLEIGH RIDE
DEE GEE SLEIGH RIDE
DELT-SCOTT BUSH DELT
A PI Phi's got a cruah on you-don't you wish you only knew who
Although you think you've figured it outFSurpriaed youl be-l have no doubt'
So prepare yoursefl for a wed night,
'cause the PI Phis know how to do It up right!
""GET PSYCHED"" "
Love, Your PI Pin Date

Jenny MoaerCongratulations on becoming Specal Awards
Chairman tor Orientation Board'
Love, your Kappa Sisters

Leal Summer. BGSU students did I aural ape m
Washington DC at the Smitheonan. Stale
Department, AMTRAK. US Chamber of Commerce, a tatovtaion video firm and others They
received 12 hours of BGSU credit and superb
job contacts Whal are you doing tha summer?
mtorratmje are avaaahli tor al majors Contact
the Center tor Academic Options 231 AdrrMn,
2-6202 for mfo
Let 1 Snow' Let It Snow' Let It Snow'
Get Snowed In with an Alpha Deri'

Lucky, Chuoky t Oordy. too
ZBTa, you better beware.
Cause these KD'a slep out with lasr
Zany. Crazy, with a Kae thrown a.
We Juat know, snuggfcn in snow wB make you
grin
Be ready at seven for prepe/ty tun
Snowtlake Snuggle .a be number 1
Love, 2 KO'a suffering cruehee

MATT MARVIN
Tonight's the night that you and I help trim the
DZ Chratmaa tree' If you're st** wondering who
I am 11 let you know we met once before, earlier
this year We had a quick chat and thai was mat
Oon't you fear, because II be the girt arnBng
from ear to ear'
Love.
Your happy DZ data'
Matt. Doug. Reg. Shotglasa and Tony.
Snowed m with an Alpha DM a almost here.
Meet at Sundance at 5. for the date party of the
yeari
After we dme and toast to the fun.
Youl know that Winter Extravaganza
has only begun'
Love. Leste. Debbie. Mlchaie. Ganna and
Meg
MED STUDENT MIKE.
FROM MCO THIS MORNING TO BOWLING
GMEN TONIGHT
THIS DELTA ZETA DATE PARTY WILL BE OUT
OF SIGHT
PREPARTYING AT SEVEN AND THE PIKE
HOUSE AT NINE
DANCING AND DRINKrNG-WE LL HAVE FUN
THE WHOLE TIME
THEN ON TO THE BARS TO PARTY SOME
MORE
ALL TH6 IN ONE NIGHT. A COMPLETE B G
TOUR'
LOVE. YOUR DZ DATE.
CHRtS
Mike iNo 7)
Snowtlake Snuggle wB be greet.
Maybe even brighter than racing
iVe'l snuggle al night but m 10
days we can have champagne
and a fireplace I promise Love. Steph

Kappa Kappa Gamma
It was the night of the Date Party
And al through the house
Al the Kappaa were atvrmg
Wondering whose date would be a louse
The stockings were hung by the bar with care.
With hope mat then buzzes would soon be
there
Dressed to me hit and having a good time.
Ready to go they said "Put an end to this
rhyme"
Off on our greyhounds to Merzzko's we
goFWe're ready to party, here's to Uno'

Mock Trial Meeting
Mandatory for Interested
Sun 6th. 2.00. 114 BA
or cal Dennis DeMaroo

3726692
Mom S Dad BGSU Stats
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

MB,
To my mam squeeze
For Snowtlake Snuggle
Get ready lor a night
Ful ol hugs and cuddles
I LOVE YOU"
Judy

Kelly. Anna, and Yvett
OX BRUCE TOWNSEND OX
Tomonow night wB be just fme
When first we go out lo dme
Then oft to Snowtlake Snuggle we go
And when the night ends, who would know**01
Love. Michete
0» I'D OX HP OX KD OX KDQXKDO.KDOX

Cordaey Invite You to
The Chrlitma. Wine Sip
Saturday December 5th
9 00- 12 00 PM
244 N Enterprise
Semi-formal Invitation Only

cont. on page II.

"AMYLALAK"
Deer Big. I'm just so very happy for you' Congratulations on your engagement lo Scott!
Love. Stacie
P S like I'm so sure I didn't find out 'til Monday
"BEER UNTIL 2 30"
BEE IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGRS CAFE
•CARRY OUT BEER UNTIL 2:30*
AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES
BEE-IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGERS CAFE
""DELI SANDWICHES 79"
MON-FPJ AFTER 10 00 PM
STINGERS CAFE

dome extra (^adh (or tkat
holiday oadltf

""LARGE PIZZA $2 50 1 ITEM"
UNCOOKED-ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT
BEE-IN BEE OUT CARRY-OUT

Reward A par of glasses in a light green caseLosl Nov 13 in MoseieyCal 6540 -Juke
•STATE MINIMUM PRIZES UNTIL 2 30"
BEE IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT

RIDES
RMe needed lo Cleveland area (West Side) lor
weekend Dec. 4, 6, 6 can leave anytime alter
4:00 PM on Thursday Important 353-5017
WBpay gas

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTION
Morning alter treatment
Personal A Private
Center lor Choice II
Toledo 419-255-7769
Al Your Typing Needs
Prompt & Professional
Clara «l 352-4017
PACKAGING
HAVE TO tHB> A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express • UPS
A-Z Data Center • 352-5042
Pregnant? We're here lo help you through. Cal
First Hope 354 MOPE lor free pregnancy testa,
supportive services
TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on DiaKette
A-Z Data Center 352-5042
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe SI . Toledo Ollering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by eoenaed physican including prenatal
obaletrtca. pregnancy testing Pap teal (tor oarvtceJ cancer). VD screening, birth control Info .
Tube! UgaHon. lerrraneoon of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks I special rales tor students I
By appointment 1-241-2471

""SUNK THE HUNK"
MAN THIS IS GONNA BE SWEETI
TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE
■KAREN GARDNERCongratulations on your ENGAGEMENT!
I'm so exceed for you and I know that this wB
begin "The Beat Times ol Your Ufa!" Gat
payched for tonight's date party when Derek
wB be initiated into the KAPPA lamfy
Love. Big lynne

&ring

uour uie?a boohs to the

Ulniveriity iSooksttore
student Services l%5uilai"f

•MICHELLE ST PIERRECONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR KKG DELTA
TAU DELTA LAVAUERsNG TO ED GRAYBILL'
LOVE, YOUR KAPPA SISTERS

•TnmaTree with a DZ"
Buss and Pat,
Our Chratmaa wah came true.
We have the beat dalae m B G.S.U.
Nights Ike tonight are very few.
To Mm the DZ tree with you
Love,
Urn arid Mary
PS There realy a a Santa Catua
•TrsnaTreewllhaDZDEAR SANTA
W. have only on Chratmaa wah
Buss and Pat tor our Christmas Cruah
Love.
Lon and Mary
PS Wave bean good!

A BELATED COIWrUTIJl>TIONS TO
JIM KRONENBERQER
ON HIS ENGAGEMENT TO
TAMMY CLAUSON'
THE BROTHERS OF SKaMA ALPHA EPSILON

Happy Holidays
From Your Friends
At The
University Bookstore
° 0

Classifieds
cont.frompng*9.

10 December 4,1967

See the B G Clubbers wheel and deal over thh
U T Rockets Fn 2.00 tea Arena Have not lost
to Toledo rn 27 years' Come see puddeta. turtle, la cruel, tofer. pool.sDave Kumler. Red.
See. Queruo. Woody. Mighty. Pale and the
Frat Boys

ox soon DZ
Thou Cm and Delta Zee
What an awesome poJr are wo
to bring acme boor
To bring you good onoor
Tonight at Trim ■ Troo
Lovo.
Meessa
PS Waa « tough Injuring out who your dale

OX'OX Scott t Kralg OX'OX
SATURDAY IS THE NIGHT
FOR THE 4 OF US TO DO IT UP RK3HT
FIRST THE PREPARTY AT 7 OR SO
THEN ON TO "FELIZ NAVIDAO" WE'RE ON
THE OOi
FROM THE X-MAS FIESTA BACK TO YOUR
FIX-UP IASH
CAN WE POSSIBLY SURVIVE THE 2
WITHOUT GETTING TOO TRASHEDW?
•LOVE VOUR AXO DATES ALLISON * MAE'
P.P.

~~
Hepp, llrthday'
Love.
The Mapper

PhiMu
Pancake Breakfast
St Thomas Moore
10:30 am to 2 30 pm
AJ proceeds to Protect Hope

PhiMu
Pancake Breaklasl
St Thomas Moor*
10 30 am to 2 30 pm
All proceeds 10 Project Hope

Sip Epa Scott and Spoo
Tonight w J be a blast
As you wl soon sea
Causa you both are going on a SlerghndeF With
a Daa Gee1"
There we* be no time
tor playing cards tonight
Cause Dee Gees realty
Know how to do H up righl'"
Love, your Dae Gee Dates
Lisa-Lisa and Jon

SNOWFLAKE SNUGGLE
SNOWFLAKE SNUGGLE
SNOWFLAKE SNUGGLE

PhiMu
Pancake Breakfast
St. Thomas Moore
10 30 am lo 2 30 pm
Al proceeds to Protect Hope

PI PM Crush Tim Jonas'
What? A Pi Pta Crush Date Party1
Whan? Friday night'
Where? 'I don't know whamTei'
Why? : 'I don't know whyyyy' Bug
P S Swoalshtftsl"
PI Phil
Wa don't know why you're having a date party
either

Portraits Now.
Senior Portraits with
Vardan ol Now York
Cad 372-1086 tar your
appointment Now!
RON VISCOUNTE
EMIL 02URAY
We're having a date party but we don't wknow
why
But that won't stop us cause we are Pi Phis.
You've got a dale but you don't know who FA Pi
Phi has a crush on youm
Dnnkmg. Dancing al night long
Gel psyched because with these Pi Phra you
can't go wrong'
Love.
BuglBooheoo

SPRING BREAK VACATION SALES EARN
TOP PAY SELLING VACATIONS TO FLORIDA
GUARANTEED S15 COMMISSION PER SALE
MUST BE ORGANIZED. OUTGOING. AND
HONEST INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS
CALL 1 -800-3380718 FLORIDA VACATION
SERVICE

BREAK

. NASSAU- PARADISE
ISLAND
from S319 INCLUDES AIR. TRANSFERS. 7
NIGHTS HOTEL. PARTIES. LUNCH. CRUISE.
TAXES AND MORE' Organize small group, earn
a FREE TRIP' ATS 1-800-231-0113 or
I203I967-3330

THE ALPHA GAM FALL PLEDGES WOULD
LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THE ALPHA GAMS
AND ESPECIALLY LOW SMITH FOR ALL THE
SUPPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT YOU'VE
GIVEN US THROUGHOUT PLEDGINGYOU'RE ALL JUST WONDERFUL!
The Kappa Delta Pledges
Are Great!!

The Sisters ot Kappa Delta would kke to congratulate Stephanie Watklna on her pearling lo
MrkeLalech!
The Sislors ol Alpha Chi Omega
wish to Congratulate
Betsy Broski
Kelly Drake
Man George
Karen Qnglak
Alison Haley
Laura Hunler
Erika Shemberg
Lori Siegworth
For being chosen as Orientation Leaders-Way
to go. AXO!
Th«« it's Ion lo steal a street sign'
Here's the tun you could gel:
up to
St .000 tine

6 months in MH
criminal record
RSA and HOME are
"Dancln' In a Winter Wonderland"
at the Dry Dock
this Saturday from 9 pm -1 am
So c'mon. Santa will be vlaltlng.
Bring a dollar and have your picture
takan with ol' Krla Krlngle
Live music from APB

To The Two Smartest Alpha Gam Neophytes.
Brooke and Lori
Great job answering the two hardest questions
thank God neither of you got the Dreaded PURPOSE Can't ware to see you both al Date Party
Love, your sister-mother (AKA Big) Mary AHce

WANTED
1 FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE LARGE.
FURN APT SPRING SEM CALL 354-2249
1 female wanted Swing Sem Own bedroom
Cheap rent, good location
Please call
3544231
1 MALE RMTE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR
SPRING SEM IN U V CALL SOON 3540894

Thor Sage
Snowllake Snuggle Is almost here
Get ready lo dance and drink some beer.
You're the best date mat there could be
I can't wart M Saturday

To My LOVE MUFFIN
Last hme I went lo a KD date party I left with my
arm at a sang What's il going to be this trme.
crushed vertebrae? Seasons greetings Irom
your favorite Frji
Scooter

apt Spring

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
BRAND NEW APARTMENT SEPARATE BED &
BATH ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER $666 A
SEMESTER PLUS UTILITIES CALL 354-3438
2 rmtes needed to lubloaao 2 bdrm. apt spring sem Pool, AC. dishwasher, good location
$105 per mo and gas Cal 352-4990

TOOD. WHO'S THAT GIRL YOU'RE GONNA BE
WITH TONIGHT AT DEE ZEE CRUSH DATE
PARTY?i? ILL SEE YOU TONIGHT! YOUR
LUCKY STAR

Female roommate wanted lor spring semester
$126 a month Cal 354-0897

TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE1
TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE'
TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE'
Christmas Crush Dale Party.
December 4. 1987

Females needed to M apartments second
semester Phone 352-7365

Tuesday. Dec 29. 1987
may be your lucky day1
Toledo Career Network
10 am -3pm
Downtown Toledo. Hotel Sotitei
Visit the placement office
tor more information or cal
419243-8191
TWEETY
ON FRIDAY NIGHT WE HAVE A DATE
ITS AT 8 O'CLOCK. SO DON'T BE LATE
ALTHOUGH YOU STILL MAY HAVE NO CLUE
THERE'S A LOT OF FUN IN STORE FOR YOU"
AN ANGEL IN DISGUISE
Varden Studios ol
New York la here thru
Nov. 20 tar Senior
Portraits. Call 372-8066
To schedule your appointment
WANTED: ERIC MOROW
WHY: FOR AN AGO BEAU
WHERE: DOWNTOWN
WHEN: 7 30 SATURDAY NIGHT
HOW: IN SWEATSHIRT ATTIRE AND READY
TO DRINK i
BE THERE AND BE PREPARED'
YOUR ALPHA GAM CRUSH

Where can you
decorate Chrislsms trees, play garnet,
eat, drink and dance lo the music of
BSD D.J.'s for only 11.00 (not 12.00
aa previously advertised)?
Let RSA and HOME tall you
You can do all this In Harahman Quad and
the Galley this Friday, Dae. 4 from
0 pm-1 am. Remember tickets will be Kid
at the door for $1.00 not 12.00
Santa will be there so bring a dollar
and have your picture taken with him

-looks great on a resume'
Don't mess around-the City isn't'
FYI-Studen! Legal Services

Love,
your Kay-Dee
Santa knows....do you?
Wall hare are some dues
RSA-HOME-rlarshman Quad-Friday
Dae 4—9 pm-l am-*I 00—Pictures
With Santa-Food Drinks, Games Dancing
Christmas tree dacoratlng-Blg-Blg.
Holiday Fun"1

To our Theta Chi dales.
Bruce Towneend and Tally Gallogly:
Snowllake Snuggle shoud be great
Since we have the two best deles'
Theta Chi and Kappa Dee.
Oh what tun it wl be'
Love. Mtchele and Tncia

ZEKE
Hey OUDE1 Tonight wrt be the beat, tot yours
then mine Can H get any oetter than this? Mate
in a auH? (What?1!) I just can't wait lo matt you
under the Mistletoe Oat excited Buddy
because this Delta Zeta has a BIO CRUSH on
you! See You Soon!
LOVESUZ

1 or 2 fe mites
semester 352-6937

Soon the Prophecies of the invasion ol Israel
and the Great Earthquake wit be tuttled (ol
Ezekktl 38. Daniel 12) Forming a community,
self-sufficient in tood and energy, lo survive.
God Wiling, the coming destruction Write
Michael P O Boa 4475. South Bend. Indiana
46634 4475

SPRING

To our Sigma era A Theta Chi Dates
DAVE VESPOLI and MARK POTOSKY
Twas the day ol the data party
And al through the town
PM Mu'a ware lookrng lor dales
But we've hunted ours down
There wl be 7-7's lo start off the night
Fotowed by music a mistletoe to end it up right
We are excited and
We hope you K9 loo
Because al we want lor X-mas
Are Dates with you'
Love. Susie a Amy

WraamDeegan
Put on your dancing shoes
and get ready lo party
Al night long
Love. Your DZ Crush
ZBT"BRIAN THOMAS-'ZBT
Gel psyched for tonight' We are going lo have a
blast dancing under the mistletoe and trimming
the Dee Zee tree Maybe wa can even play in
the snow'
DZkwa,
Pam

PHmy PReserrts
TON eat

?wm Breast

Female to sublet apt. lor Spring sem $115 per
mo a etec S close lo campus Cal 354-5216

FREE RENT 1 female needed lor rest ol
semester $106 25 spring sem gas paid Air
cond Cal 352-2930 and leave a message for
Lisa
Hurry! Female roommate needed Spring Own
room $118 a month Cal 353-2528 after 5
PM Close to campus
Needed Spring Term Male roommate, nonsmoking Very close lo campus 525 E Merry
S100 a mo 4 low utilities Call soon 354 481 8
Non-smoking female needed to sublease apt
immediately and spring sem $106 26 a mo.
Cal 352-5432 ask for Kathy. eves
Roommate needed. Own room
Cal 354 7017. Andrea
WANTED
t roommate (female, nonsmoking) Large two
story house newly remodeled. 1 1-2 baths,
washer, dryer, microwave, dishwasher, al hardwood floors! $145 4 utikties Cal Kim at
302-7308
WANTED. I MALE (OR FEMALE) ROOMMATE
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID
2
BEDROOMS. LARGE LIVING SPACE IF INTERESTED. CALL 354-5121
WANTED 1 or 2 FEMALES TO SUBLEASE
APT FOR SPRING SEMESTER ASSUME
LEASE a OCCUPANCY ANYTIME AFTER
12-20-87 VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC ARE PAID
PLEASE CALL ANYTIME 354 5610
WANTED 1 female Christian roommate needed
for Spring Semester on East Evars Cal
3535922

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Men S Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joeit Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wd be accepting applications lor apprenticeship from November 30,
19D7 through December 11, 19(7. Applies
ions will be available al the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Lima City Road. Rosstord.
Orno (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m . Monday through Friday. If you are al
least 18 years of age have successfully com
pteled one year of high school algebra or a post
ragh school algebra course, or GED and are in
good health, you qualify lo apply for said Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON
Recruitment selection, employment and tram«tg ol apprentices is done without discrimination
due to race, reioton. color, national origin or
sea
Gerontology activity assistant needed immed
part-time Cal 352 5249

Interested In working lor the United Way.
American Arts Counol Nail Organization for
Women,, Neil Press Club. Environmental fund.
Inetftule tor Pokey Studies or another nonprofit
organization? $1000 SCHOLARSHIPS are
avaeable tor student a interested In mis- nsr-ps
with the independent sector in Washington DC
Contact .Jon. Reed Center for Academic Options. 2-6202 for Mo.
Line up a )ob for next semester' Name your
hours-days or nights Comfortable atmoephere
Cal or come lo Casey's 1025 N Main
352-9113
Mother ol 2 yr old wiN do part-time babysitting •
LOTSOFTLC Avsdebie Monday through Friday Cal 354-1457
Now accepting applications for cashiers A carryouta Morning and afternoon ava4abikty Apply
at Church**-1141 S. Main St
WORK

NOW

AND DURING CHRISTMAS
VACATION
Our company ts seeking several employees to
perform unslutad light production work Flexible
hours around class schedules and Christmas
vacation free time. The rate ol wage is $3 35
per hour Contact our company immediately lo
arrange interviews and determine hours you
can work First oome-Firat considered for openinge Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
426 dough Street. Bowing Green OH Cal
354-2844
Your chance lo earn extra money over break'
Lifeguards wanted at the Student Rec Center
Cal Scott 372-7477 tor more details

2 bdrm turn apt for sublease lor 1988 spring
I summer semester Close to campus Cal
353-8817
4TH ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR APT CLOSE
TO CAMPUS FOR SPRING 88 FEMALE. NON
SMOKER PLEASE CALL KIM OR LAURIE
353-3638
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER 88. COMPLETELY FURNISHED.
CALL TIM AT 352-7112
East Merry apt lor rent Roommate needed for
spring semester Located close to campus Cal

3530799
Female roommate needed for Spring Semester
Own bedroom, 5 min from campus Pay no
utilities Cal Jean 354-0838 after 4 PM
Females needed to fil apartments second
semester Phone 352-7365
Free Heat, close to shopping, on-site management, private entrances 1 A 2 bdrm available
Varsity Square Apia 353-7715
Furn 2 bedroom apt within walking distance
from campus Cal 352-4380
Help1 1 male roommate needed 670 Frazee
Ave Apt 13 $125 a month Nice apt-tott-close
lo campus Mark 363-7321
Help' 2 seniors graduating
Sublet 2 bedroom apt
2 or 3 person Last month of rent pa*d

Cal 3540790

FOR SALE

Houses a Apartments close lo campus lor Spring Semester 1988 and 1988 1989 school
year 1- 287-3341

78 VW DASHER, starts, runs wel. man trans .
caaa . AC. needs minor repair. 76.000 mi
$600 Offers considered 372-8525'

Large 1 bdrm apt aval lor lubtsaie in
January Partly turn $270 a mo 363-5104

1980 CHEVY CITATION GOOD CONDITION
65.000 MILES NEW BATTERY. HOSES. »
STEREO $1,000 CALL 353-6718 ASK FOR
BARB
3-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME. 2 baths.
$4000"! Cal Ruth Ann Kramer 352-0110 or
CENTURY 21 A A GREEN REALTY
362-8331
A 1047 NISSAN SENTRA. 5-SPEED. AIR CONWTIONfNG AM-FM CASSETTE. EXCELLENT
CONDITION, MUST SELL, $1200. CALL
154-134! AFTER 5:00 PM
Conn-Trumpet appraised a! $100
best offer Cal 372-7371
Coupon Book. Hall or Whole
reasonable offer 353-6517

Wi take

Wat set lor

Excellent Ski Equipment lor beginnerintermediate Women's size 7 Nordica ski boots
(white with blue trim) Kastle 160 cm skis with
Look bindings a poles. $70 package or will soil
individually 352-8161

Mare roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom
apt. lor spring sem $693 lor sem 354-9407
Male roommate needed to share apt 2nd
semester Excellent location across from campus on Wooater Cal 3526000
NEEDED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE
WITH ONE OTHER PERSON UNFURN
LARGE SPACE, HIGH CEILINGS WOOD
WORK LOCATED ON WEST WOOSTER
CALL REBECCA 353-7422
Needed: 1 or 2 female rmmatea tor sp. sem.
Close lo Campus. 2 bad. 2 bath. GREAT
ROOMIES! Please call: 353-3120 or 354-4430
Needed One non-smoking female to sublease
apartment located on E Merry Street Call
3543240
Nlcail Apartment Available1
Spiral staircase, dbie garage, dole beds. 4
wooden balcony Needed 1 lemale roommate
for spring Sam Cal 353-4534

FOR SALE
Double suspended lofts university approved
Available anytime Best offer Call 372 3475 or
372-3478

One remote roommate needed lor Spnng Sem
eNEW 2-bedroom apl on E Merry Wl share
bedroom with bathroom connected Call
354-5022

FOR SALE COUCH WITH FOLOOUT BED
GOOD CONDITION $30 CALL KAY 353-1684

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING.
NEW EAST MERRY APT. 2 BEDROOM, 2
BATH, REASONABLE RENT, LOW UTILITIES
CALL NOW 3534)110

FURNITURE PLANTS I APPLIANCES FOR
SALE AT NEGOTIABLE PRICES SATURDAY
ANO SUNDAY STARTING AT 11 AM COME
SEE FOR YOURSELF AT 741 HIGH STREET
NO 67
Ladies Langs Ski Boots Sue 6 Like new Cal
372-4351

Roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom apl
$225 a month Utilities paid 352 2429
ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE APARTMENT CLOSE TOPCAMPUS. RENT IS
NEGOTIABLE! CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AFTER 1:00 354-06UB

FOR RENT
•"ROOM FOR RENT"'
3 females looking lor roommate
Spring 1988
Cal 352-6865
1 $ 2 bdrm. furn apt Close to campus lor
1988 Spring Semester-aval mid Dec Cal collect 1 -287-3341
1 bdrm turn apt Close to campus a
downtown $325 rncl al ull Cal 669-3256
1 female roommate needed to sublease apart
men lor spring semester '88 Great roomiesinexpensive Cal 353-5017
1 female roommate wanted"
Non-smoking
Location Haven House Ap!
Please Cal 352-3703

SPRING SEMESTER RENTALS
-521 E Merry D1 needs male
-150 1-2 ManvUe needs female
-244 N Enterprise (rooming house)
402 High St Apt 2B needs male
-707 Tha-d St Apl B
-707 Trard St Apt D
-727 Third St Apt A
-854 Eighth St No 10
-120 South Coeege
•236 Troup St
Cal John Newtove Realestale 354-2260

Sublease I bdrm Rent $305 per mo Fourth
St Cal 354 5318
Sublease a GREAT apartment this Spnng'
--Close to campus, wel furnished, tun
roommales-lf you're female and don't smoke
Jus! cal 353-8210

Help Wanted al Buttons AJ positions 18 yrs
and order Apply in person Tuesday-Sunday
nights after 8 PM

1 or 2 roommates needed lor spring Room of
your own m large apartment
Rent la
negotiable. Cal Carole al 352-9835

SUBLEASE. APT WITH 2 BDRM. 2 BATH.
CLOSE TO SAMPUS $120 PER MONTH
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CAN MOVE IN DEC 19

IN NEED OF CHRISTMAS MONEY?
PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT THE
FUNDRINKERYi WE NEED ENERGETIC.
OUTGOING AND FUN PEOPLE I FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING FOR CAR-POOLING APPLY IN
PERSON AT HENRY JS 1532 S BYRNE
WEO-SAT AFTER 8 PM

1 DOOM SUBLEASED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. 1 or 2 parsons needed-eSs
Fraiee Apt-Cheep, only I11S a month 4 alec.
Call Shawn at) 164417*

Two females need third roommate lo share
apartment on 4th St for second semester II interested, please cal 354-3219

£

2 bdrm apt newly redecorated Heat mcrud
Aval Jan 1 352-7454 4 823-7555

Wanted 1 roommate lor spnng semester. Own
room, washer, dryer, and dishwasher Cal
Carol 352-2203

No Time For Siesta
It's Time For Fiesta!
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Dead Milkmen deliver fresh music
by Jeff Ingle
Originality has been the key to success
for Philadelphia's scruff-rockers The Dead
Milkmen. Original songs and lyrics have
been their style since day one. "We never
played covers because covers were hard to
play," said Rodney Anonymous, lead vocalist for the group.

According to Anonymous, the band
never played cover tunes (songs already
recorded by other artists) because when
they started playing together they were not
skilled enough to replicate other people's
music. The Dead Milkmen never liked
covers because they "don't like most music," Anonymous added. Instead they
chose to make up their own material which

was short and simplistic.
"If you didn't like a song it only lasted
two minutes," said bassist Dave Blood.
"We consider ourselves lucky because
we can do country, thrash, ballads, etc.,"
Anonymous said. This culmination of
styles originated four and a half years ago
when the Milkmen first formed. The band
members are Anonymous (lead vocals),

Backyard." The album demonstrates the
band's originality and diversity from the
funk in "Filet of Sole" to the hypnotic
trance of "Spit Sink" or the light comedy
in their hick ditty "Rastabilly.'
"Big Lizard"features 19short-andto-the-point tunes about everything from
falling in love at the laundry mat to the
condemnation of "Right Wing Pigeons"

Friday/Jim Voull
When a fan who was being passed over the heads ol the crowd at the Nectarine Ballroom repeatedly landed on stage, Rodney Anonymous evicted hirr with nis microphone stand.

Friday/Jim Youll
Rodney Anonymous, lead linger for the Dead Milkmen, stands before the crowd
•creaming song lyrics.

Blood (bass), Joe Jack Talcum (guitar and
vocals), and Dean Clean (drums). Together
the foursome began their music career by
rehearsing in basements for a couple of
months.
They recorded the best of their practices
and sold them to their friends. Their popularity caught on when a practice tape of
"Bitchin' Camaro" was played on WXPN
in Philadelphia. It went over well and the
radio station asked them to play live on the
air. The live show was a success and many
people taped; at their next live show people were singing along to the words of their
songs.
"We just wanted something to catch
people's ears" said Anonymous. "Bitchin'
Camaro" contributed to the success of the
band's debut album "Big Lizard In My

from outerspace.
Their second album. "Eat Your Paisley"
contains 15 tracks of no frills rock tourde
force. The song "The Thing That Only
Eats Hippies," recognized the band as
having tremendous staying power and earned them respect in the alternative music
scene.
Their current release. "Bucky Fellini," is
truly a fine album containing 15 quality
■See Milkmen, page 4.

An interview with
Michael Katon
...page 3

■ COUPON I
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Def Leppard attempts comeback
by Alan Roblnton
ERIE, Pa. (AP) - Pop metal pioneers
Def Leppard are deftly attempting a comeback after four years of mishap, misfortune
and what lead singer Joe Elliott calls "mass
hysteria."
The British hard rockers-1983 "Pyroiii.ini.i was a breakthrough album for its
genre, the first successful fusion of the aggressive rhythm of heavy metal and the
sing-along lyrics of mainstream Top 40.
Only Michael Jackson's megaselling "Thriller" kept it from reaching No. 1 on Billboard's Top 200 album chart.
"Pyromania" went where no hard rock
LP had gone before, selling 6.7 million copies. Songs such as "Photograph," "Foolin'," "Rock of Ages" and "Rock, Rock
(Til You Drop)" became staples not only
of album-oriented rock stations and Music
Television but of contemporary hit radio,
which until then rarely played headbanger
rock.
The album spawned a succession of
sound-alike records from groups such as
Bon Jnvi and Cinderella, who realized
"you could actually have a heavy-sounding

record, still play basically hard rock and
sell more than just a couple of million copies," said Def Leppard bassist Rick Savage.
But as Def Leppard reached the top of
the rock, tragedy followed triumph, and
then bad luck came.
Unhappy with the sound of their followup to "Pyromania," they scrapped all of
the tracks and fired producer Jim Steinman, then unsuccessfully tried to produce
the record themselves. Drummer Richard
Allen lost his left arm when he flipped over
his Corvette, idling the group until an electronic drum kit was designed that allowed
Allen to use his left leg to compensate for
his missing arm.
Def Leppard finally got back in the studio with John Robert "Mutt" Lange, who
had produced "Pyromania" and 1981 's
"High 'n' Dry" — which sold 2 million copies — only to have Lange injure a knee in
another auto crash. Then Elliott came
down with the mumps.
No wonder the band from the steelmaking town of Sheffield, England, titled the
long-delayed album "Hysteria."
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■ See Leppard. page 11.

CLEVELAND (AP) — An architect's rendering of the proposed home for the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum was shown to the foundation's board of directors on Thursday, more than a month before the design was expected to be
revealed to the public.
Architect I.M. Pei created the design for the museum and submitted a cost estimate to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Foundation at a meeting in New York. All
aspects of the design are subject to approval by the foundation's board of directors,
according to Christopher 0. Johnson, the project's director.
I.M. Pei and Partners is a New York-based firm which designed the expansion for
the Louvre in Paris in addition to creating buildings like the Texas Commerce
Bank Building in Houston and the John F. Kennedy Library in Boston.
About: 5 million has already been contributed toward the building of the museum, which is expected to cost between : 35-40 million. So far. most of the money
for the hall of fame has come from private donations and government grants, Johnson said.
The design will probably be revealed to the public Jan. 20 at a ceremony for hall
of fame inductees, Johnson said in a recent interview. The unveiling has been
timed to create public interest as well as kick off an all-out campaign for corporate
sponsorship, Johnson said.
A site near Public Square, in the heart of downtown Cleveland, has been selected
for the building. In 1986, the New York-based Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Foundation selected Cleveland over San Francisco, New York. Chicago, Philadelphia,
New Orleans and Nashville. Tenn.. as a the site for its tribute to rock 'n' roll music
and its performers.
Johnson said he would not be surprised if some of the runner-up cities attempted
to sponsor their own museums. A San Francisco developer has already claimed to
have received sponsorship from several benefactors, including Apple Computer
founder Steve Wozniak."
■
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"It sounds stupid, but everything that

Conceptual designs completed
for rock 'n' roll hall of fame
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What is it?
If you can identify this object,
you could win a $15 gift
certificate from Stingers Cafe,
1414 E. Wooster. (Does not
include tax, gratuity, or alcoholic
beverages).
Drop your answers in the entry
box located in the BG News
editorial office, 210 West Hall.
Entries are due by Wednesday,
Dec. 9 at 2 p.m. The winning
entry will be named at that time.
If more than one correct entry is
received, a drawing will be held
to determine the winner. If no
correct entries are received, the
best guess wins.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not eligible.

Sponsored by

The winner of last week's contest was Jean Bohn, who correctly identified
the object as the top of a pop can. Jean's name was chosen in a drawing of
all correct entries. The best wrong answer (sorry, no prize since the object
was identified) was "Inside of a shoe."

ENTRY FORM

Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is it?_

Return to BG News Editorial Office, 210 West Hall, BGSU.
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Michael Katon:
Rocker draws from the blues
by Ron Zichm
In a crowded, hazy barroom, a guitar
player clad in faded blue jeans, plain black
l-shirt. black leather vest, and pointed
cowboy boots stands onstage, front and
center. It's Michael Katon playing rock
and roll. Armed and dangerous with a blue
Stratocaster. he belts out electrified blues
licks that penetrate the core of his captivated audience.
First, his guitar moans, then emits a
shriek as hard drums rumble behind him,
and in the crowd, your body shakes from
the music's energy and volume. Katon has
rocked your soul.
Flanked by three other musicians. Eddie
I'helps. Hilly C. Gardner, and Gary Rassmussen, Michael Katon leads his band
through the wildest live music that Howard's Club H has to offer.
I caught up with Katon on a Thursday
afternoon while he was setting up his
equipment for that evening's show. His
outfit was no different from that which he
wears onstage, and considering my conservative, collegiate garb, including hair
neatly parted on left side and a pair of
high-top Reeboks. I was a bit apprehensive
as to how this man would accept me.

^■K

I was pleasantly surprised. As the interview began. Katon wasted no time in ordering us a round of shots. Jack Daniels, of
course, and a couple of Budweisers.
Things loosened up considerably as the
interview wore on.
Friday Magazine: Who has influenced
you musically? Who are your favorite
guitar players?
Mike Katon: All of em. All the blues
guys. Albert King, B.B. King. Elmore
James, Robert Johnson. If you listen to a
couple of the tunes on my first album like
"donkey Funk" and "Roadhouse 69," you
can tell, man. That's real Robert Johnson
influences. I mean, it's electrified, hut if
you pick the notes apart, the chords and
stuff are Robert Johnson all the way.

*4
i

FM: How did you get involved with being a musician?

MK: My brother played. He's a drummer.
FM: Do you still call your group the
Wild Asses?
MK: No, I kept gettin' fired from places
when I was the Wild Asses, man. My
brother was playin' on drums, he plays on
the first album: well, me and him would
touch each other off, and things would get
pretty crazy.
■ See Katon, page 5.

Friday/Paul Vcrnon
Michael Katon uses a beer bottle as a alldebar to add a different sound to his music.
Katon will be performing at Howard's Club H tonight and Saturday night.
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• Driving tips • Newsletters • Discounts on attractions

THE BG NEWS
... A unique way to wish your friends,
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"Happy Holidays!"
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CHRISTMAS CLASSIFIEDS heading
in the Classified Section on
Friday, December 11
(Last Fall Semester Edition)

WITH A TRIPLE-A GIFT MEMBERSHIP.
When you give a AAA gift membership you give
all these AAA benefits - and more.
For each gift membership you give, AAA will
waive
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savini
Wrap up the season with a gift that
lasts the whole year through.
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• Highlighted in red and green ink
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5106 Heathcrdowns Blvd.
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Milkmen
■(Continued from page 1)
tracks of both musically exciting and lyrically intriguing music. On this album there
is a wide array of tunes ranging from the
strange ballad "Watching Scotty Die" to
the cultural criticisms of "City Of Mud"
and "Instant Club Hit (You'll Dance To
Anything)". The band displays its lighter
side in songs like "Going To Craceland"
where touring Elvis Presley's home is
compared to a combination of a religious
experience and museum trip.
On Nov. 23, the Dead Milkmen performed at the Nectarine Ballroom in Ann Arbor. Their sound was fresh and energetic
without being painfully loud or overbearing.
At the performance the Milkmen opened
with "Taco Land" and winded down with
their already classic "JellyFish Heaven."
The show was two hours of mania and music with no intermission and less than 30
seconds between songs.
As Rodney Anonymous paraded around
the stage adding antics and choreography

to his pungent lyrics, the group performed
the songs live just as precisely as could be
heard on the record. With songs like "I
Am The Walrus," "Surfin' Cow," and "The
Badger Song" one can see how the Milkmen's talent lies in combining the abstract
with the humorous to create ideas and
images which are both fun and curious.
This band has gained much recognition
in the past two years, not only on alternative college stations but on commercial
radio as well. They represent today's
TV-generated culture in a "tongue in
cheek" fashion being both critical and comical about our society at large. From the
song "Serrated Edge" Anonymous explains "Charles Nelson Riley he's our man
he can heal the sick with the touch of his
hand... he can't walk on water, he's just
another actor on the late-late show."
The Dead Milkmen have a policy of sublime politics which calls into question certain sterotypes and assumptions that we
have taken for granted.

Friday/Jim yooll
DMd Milkman Dun Clean (drummar), D„. Blood (baulst), and Rodnay Anonymous
parlor mad at tha Nactarlna Ballroom Nov. 23.

They set out to create music that they
like rather than music that will merely sell
a lot of albums. "We don't care if other
people like us as long as we like ourselves," Anonymous said. They set an exam-

ple of how a band can express its own individuality through originality and still be
humorous, thought provoking and very entertaining.
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Katon
FM: So what do you call yourself now?
MK: The Michael Katon Band. Now
maybe they won't be afraid to give me a
job.

FM: What do you think of Howard'!
Club H?
MK: I like Howard's. They let you do
what you want. Most places you go, you
have some jerk of a club owner givin' you
some shit about somethin'. At Howard's
you can do what you want. I've played here
for about three years now.
FM: What are some of the things that

"... I never throw bottles...
welf, only backwards, at the
drummer. I don't like drummers. I'm real critical on
drummers, man. I'm a frustrated drummer."
— Mike Katon
you've done in the past that have upset
club owners?
MK: Nothin', I'm a nice guy. man.
FM: What about when you substitute a
Budweiser beer bottle for a slide and play
a solo, only to finish up with a quick toss
of the bottle so you can jam some more.
MK: Naw man, I never throw bottles....well, only backwards, at the drummer. I don't like drummers. I'm real critical
on drummers, man. I'm a frustrated
drummer.
FM: How would you categorize your
style of musk?
MK: (voice from the backround) Just
wild-assed shit!' (Katon) Blues based...rock
'n roll.
FM: Could you compare yourself to
anyone? For example, George Thorogood?
MK: No. I mean, he was influenced by
the same people, but I don't think anybody
should compare themselves to anybody.
FM: You've just released your second
album, "Proud to be Loud." Do you have
any plans for future albums?

ONE MONTH OF
UNLIMITED
JAZZERCISE FOR '20

This coupon entitles you to one
month of unlimited Jazzerctee
for »20. Offer for new students at
participating franchises onlv.
Not good with any other offer.
MON - I HI It S:M
MOV. WED 7:11
TUB - THUI «:MM.

SHARON PAUL
LYNN MAZUfl

longer than I'm supposed to, man. That
gets me fired too.

my guitar, scream, and get paid for it

■(Continued from page 3)

352-7936
364-0829

MK: Oh. yeah.
FM: What are some of your future
plans.
MK: (laughs) I'll play Howard's Club H
forever.. .Hmm,let's see, what do I want to
do... Nothin', just play my guitar and get
paid.
FM: How did you get involved with
Howard's?
MK: Oh, I was playin' some dump up in
Toledo, and some guy named Ron Smith
brought Jeff Uhlmann, the owner (of Howard's). He (Ron Smith) thought I'd fit down
here, so he brought him (Jeff Uhlmann) up.
And we sent him away with ruptured eardrums.
FM: You've got to be loud, right?
MK: Rock n Roll is supposed to be loud.
FM: What do you think about Cleveland, the rock n roll capital, are you ever
going to play there?
MK: (laughs) I like Cleveland, better en'
Detroit. I've played around there, but
never on my guitar.
FM: OK. Do you plan to play away from
this area?
MK: Well, hopefully. I mean, the album's
out in Sweden, so hopefully they're doin'
somethin'. We're supposed to go over to
Europe as soon as it's ("Proud to be
Loud") out long enough over there, and
enough people would show up to a gig or
whatever, they'll bring us over. Maybe next
Spring or somethin'. The first album has
been out over there, and it's doin' ok.
They tell me that the second one should
do real good.
FM: You're not familiar with European
audiences, are you?
MK: (laughs) Hey, I'm part Swedish.
FM: Do you have a message for your
audience?
MK: Hmm, let's see, do I have a message...No, I just play guitar, man, rock 'n
roll. I don't even care, really, as long as
they pay me. I do it for free too. I just play

5

FM: One more question, Mike. I've spoken to some of the people who work here
at Howard's, and they seem to agree that
The Michael Katon Band attracts some of
the rowdiest crowd behavior. Why is that?
MK: Yeah, I've been fired from a lot of
places on account of that. We're rockin'
and rollin' man, you know. I'd rather have
someone bustin' a bottle than goin' to
sleep..(pause)...not over somebody's head
though, and not towards the band, or they
may get one back...(pause)...I always play

FM: So you get fired for working too
hard?
MK: Yeah, that's true man. That's a fact,
but f—'em.
Not to worry. As long as there is a demand for some hard driving rock and roll,
as there is at Howard's Club H, the Michael Katon band will have a place to play.
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Chamber music, orchestral concerts planned
by David King
How about a short lesson about chamber music? A little chamber music would
do you a world of good. This is mostly to
balance your listening; too much fullblown, high, fast, and. loud music could
he detrimental to your health.

EVERY NIGHT
IS 19 AND OVER!

<A
FRIDAY

Chamber music is simple stult. It is music for small groups of musicians (2-16
people). It's ideal for people who dislike
bombastic music, or those who want out
of the stuffy concert hall atmosphere.
Sunday, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m., the third installment of the Bryan Chamber Series
will feature the Faculty Jazz Trio. This se-

- Connections Party

* high-tech flirtation
* relay messages on the big screen

SATURDAY

- Balloon Drop

* Don't miss your chance
to win big money

SUNDAY

- Relief Pitcher Night

Tease Shirt Contest
* WIN CASH and PRIZES!

THE FUNDRINKERY *
1532 S. BYRNE

ries of chamber music concerts takes
place on the first Sunday of each month
when school is in session (except January).
These concerts are always in Bryan Recital Hall (hence the name) in Moore Musical Arts.
Those of you who may enjoy chamber
music but can not attend this Sunday
should be happy to know that the end of
the semester is a great time for musical
performances on campus.
All the University ensembles perform in
the last month and a half or so of the
semester. You might want to check the
bulletin boards in the Musical Arts building on your next trip to the recreation
center. In the last two weeks of this semester there are a great number of recitals in
which you may be interested.
Also. Sunday at 3 p.m. in Kobacker
I lall. the orchestra will present another
concert. And if you will pardon the pun it
will be a Mostly Mahler concert. The
works to he performed include Mahler's
Blumine and a 20th-century piece by Edward Miller. Anacrusis
Mahler was a young man when he was
commisioned to write a symphonic work
to be played by the orchestra in Budapest.
I lungary. This was particularly convenient
tor Mahler because at that time he was the
directoi of the Royal Opera in Budapest
The culmination of this commision ended
up being Mahler's first symphony.
The original symphony consisted of five
movements and was n»fa hit with the
critics or the public. According to one
source, the reception was "cool.'' So Mahler revised and changed, then a few years
later he revised again. Now there are so
many revisions (by Mahler and some other
"experts") that a great deal of research
must precede any performance of this
symphony. One of the most notable revisions was the removal of the original
second movement.

Lights! Camera! fiction!
II ISIMARIZONA
fri./Sot. Dec. 4, 5th
210 MSC Building
8:00.10:00 and midnight
$1.50 Admission

RSfl - Organization of the week!!!
Attention Campus Film committeel It's been a great semester. Thanhs for all
uour help In selecting next semester's movie. You have been the best committee. Good Luck on Finals!
,,
.,

Vour ever appreciative director,
Leah.

Despite all this hard work and the original reception of the work, this symphony
has become a monument in the repertoire
of classical music. And despite that it's
good music.
Mahler's Blumine is actually the one
movement that Mahler removed from the
original first symphony. It involves a small
orchestra and may suprise those of you
expecting the usual Mahler bombast.
Mahler's Symphony I in 0 (The Titan)
— Actually Mahler detested progamatic
descriptions of his music ("The Titan" is a
programatic description). He felt that they
detracted from the music and led the novice listener down anobsCUK path trying
to find literal quotations m the music. For
instance it you called a wink the Fimlhall
(Overture, people would search for the
sound of a football game in the music.
But The Titan' title remains. Mahler
put it on the original then tried to take it
away hut you know how mistakes sta)
with a person.
The beginning of the first movement is
supposed to evoke the awakening of
nature (in a somewhat Tyrolian vein!
There are extracts of bird calls, actually a
cuckoo, played by the woodwinds. There
are fanfares played by clarinets, offstage
trumpets, onstage trumpets, and homs.
Then, near the end, there is a dramatic
climax with all sorts of heroic themes
throughout the orchestra.
The second movement is a sweeping
waltz, which some sources refer to as a
landler (an Austrian peasant dance), but
that doesn't seem right to me at all. This is
just as all good waltzes should be. full of
strings with intermittent chirpings from
the other sections.
The third movement is a tragic funeral
march inspired by a famous drawing by
Moritz von Schwind called "The Huntsman's Funeral." that appeared in many
German children's books. The drawing
shows animals bearing the coffin of a
deceased hunter to the grave. The striking
thing about this movement is the theme. It
is Frere Jaques in a minor mode. And if
that isn't ironic enough, the theme breaks
down into a country band feel. It's all
rather bizarre. One moment you are at a
funeral and the next you feel like you're in
some cheap pizza parlor.
The fourth movement is the culmination
of the symphony, as last movments tend to
be. It all starts with a cymbal crash and
then it's off to the races with thundering
fanfares, screaming scales and all other
sorts of loud stuff. Just when you think the
world is going to end everything settles
down and there is a beautiful chorale.
Then things pick up again.
Then, wouldn't you know it, things
settle down again for a brief return to the
first movement. Then all hell does break
loose for the finale. The horns stand up
and blast (there really is no other term for
what they do at this point) the theme. This
theme, according to Mahler, must be
heard above all the other music - even,
Mahler again, the trumpets. This signals
the end, and it's a good thing too because
the musicians can't play much more. You
will know it is a successful performance if
they must carry the brass players out on
stretchers.

RESUME
PACKAGE SPECIAL
copies of a one page typeset resume on our fine paper
blank sheets for your cover letters
M^0 matching envelopes

All this for

$20.95

And these aren't just copies; these are Kinko's copies.
Crisp, clean copies, often better than the original!
Kinko's helps you look good on paper.
Take advantage ofthis special today.
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25 matching
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113 Railroad St.
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113 Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
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The Christmas Story'
to be performed tonight
The Waverly Consort will present "The
Christmas Story" tonight as part of the
University's Festival Series.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center for the
live performance which premiered at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1980 and
was recorded on CBS Masterworks.
Based on some of the most important
medieval manuscripts detailing the story of
Christmas, the production enacts the story
of the Nativity, the message of the archangel Gabriel, the journey of the Magi,
the activities of Herod and his court, the
adoration, the slaying of the Innocents,

and ends with "Te Deum Laudmaus," the
hymn of thanksgiving.
Scenes are portrayed in the tradition of
Medieval church dramas and mystery
plays. The pageant captures the Christmas
spirit through the use of biblical costumes,
music sung in the medieval style and
played on such instruments as the recorder, hurdy-gurdy and upright-bowed nun's
fiddle.
Under the direction of Michael Jaffey. six
singers and four instrumentalists play the
more than 50 unusual wind, string and
percussion instruments of the medieval.
Renaissance and baroque periods.

The Waverly Consort
The Waverly Consort, now in its 23rd
season, is considered to be the foremost
professional organization in the earlymusic field. The ensemble spearheaded a
revival of 12th through 18th century music
when it was formed in 1964 at New York
University by Michael and Kay Jaffee. Two
years later, the ensemble made its debut at
Carnegie Recital Hall.
This season the consort will give 17 performances in New York City, including
concerts at Lincoln Center's Alice Tully
Hall, Christmas and Easter concerts at the
Cloisters, and at Town Hall.

Kelly
Braun
Happy
21st
Birthday!

The ensemble has been the subject of
several CBS-TV specials and has made appearances on the "Today Show," "Dick
Cavett Show" and four programs of Elizabethan music on PBS-TV.
Tickets for the Waverly Consort's appearance in Bowling Green are $6, $10
and $14 and can be purchased at the
Moore Musical Arts Center box office. The
box office is open from noon to 6 p.m. today. Tickets can be reserved by calling
(419) 372-8171. Mastercard and Visa are
accepted.

Billboard's top tens

Welcome Back to B.6.
%$&
- MOCKTAILS / FAMILY NIGHT
- PROFESSIONAL LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
■Y TWOS A CROWD
- 18 & OVER OR ACCOMPANIED BY PARENT
- ORDER OFF THE MENU

5. Is This Love" Whitesnake (Ceffen)
The following are the top record hits anu
6."Shake Your Love" Debbie Cibson
leading popular compact disks as they ap(Atlantic)
pear in next week's issue of Billboard
7."So Emotional" Whitney Houston
magazine. Copyright 1987, Billboard Pub(Arista)
lications. Inc. Reprinted with permission.
ft-Well Be Together" Sting (A&M)
9."Don't You Want Me" Jody Watley
HOT SINGLES
(MCA)
1."Faith" George Michael (Columbia)
10."Got My Mind Set On You" George
2."Heaven is a Place on Earth" Belinda
Harrison (Dark Horse)
Carlisle (MCA)
TOPLP'S
3."Should've Known Better" Richard
1."Dirty Dancing' Soundtrack"
Marx (EMI-Manhattan)
(RCA)-Platinum (More than 1 million
4."The Time of My Life" Bill Medley &
■See Billboard, page 9
Jennifer Wames (RCA)

- JAZZ NIGHT
► - LIVE JAZZ BAND (9:30 - 1:301
- OPEN MICROPHONE - ANY ONE WHO
PLAYS AN INSTRUMENT CAN JOIN THE BAND ON STAGE
- MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL - BIG SCREEN TV.
- NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS
HAPPY HOUR MUNCHES BUFFET - FREE (400 - 1300 P.M.)
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Fun Food,
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353-0988
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$S
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Sun
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165 N. Main (across from UPTOWN)
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Billboard
■(Continued from page 8)
units sold.)
2. "Bad" Michael Jackson
(Epic)-Platinum
3."Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Geffen>- Platinum
4."A Momentary Lapse of Reason" Pink
Floyd (Columbial-Platinum
5."Faith" George Michael (Columbia)
6."Tunnel of Love" Bruce Springsteen
(Columbia)
7."The Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar
Mellencamp (Mercury)-Platinum
8."Hysteria" Def Leppard (Mercury)-Platinum
9."Nothing Like the Sun" Sting (A&M)
10."Whitney" Whitney Houston
(Arista)-Platinum
BLACK SINCLES
l."System of Survival" Earth, Wind &
Fire (Columbia)
2."Skeletons" Stevie Wonder (Motown)

3."I Want To Be Your Man" Roger (Reprise)
4."Criticize" Alexander O'Neal (Tabu)
5."My Forever Love" Levert (Atlantic I
6."Let's Start Love Over" Miles Jaye
(Island)
7."I Live For Your Love" Natalie Cole
(EMI-Manhattan)
8."So Emotional" Whitney Houston
(Arista)
9."The Way You Make Me Feel" Michael Jackson (Epic)
10."She's Fly" Tony Terry (Epic)
TOP POP COMPACT DISKS
1 ."Nothing Like the Sun" Sting (A&M)
2."A Momentary Lapse of Reason" Pink
Floyd (Columbia)
3."Cloud Nine" George Harrison (Dark
Horse)
4."Faith" George Michael (Columbia)
5."Tunnel of Love" Bruce Springsteen
(Columbia)

Skip finals and party
by Jim Cummer
FRIDAY ON MY MINI) - Ah. the last
two weeks of Fall Semester. What a grand
time of year! The sun bids goodbye at 5
p.m., the snow gently sprinkles the campus
with a dreamy frosting, and perhaps most
thrilling, you see people coming to class
who you haven't seen since early October.
FRIDAY TOP FIVE - It was close, but
here are the top five reasons to party instead of studying for final exams:
5. You can watch TV and play tapes at
the same time.
4. You'll meet more people at the bar.
3. You can't frustrate your neighbors
who are studying.
■

•;
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2. Your eyes won't burn the next morning.
1. You can't get it on with your notes.
NEWS IN BRIEFS - Mike and Deb announced their engagement over Thanksgiving weekend. Little did Gary know....
HEYI TURN IT DOWN OR I'LL CALL
THE COPS! - Tonight, The Pogues are
at Detroit's at Andrew Hall. Call (313)
287-8090 for more information. Sunday,
Enigma Recording Artists The Flaming
Lips will be at Paycheck's in Hamtramck;
that is if you have caught up with papers,
tests, and holiday shopping.
ROCK & ROLL BIRTHDAY WISHES
- Little Richard, Dec. 5; Tom Waits, Dec.
7; Joan Armatrading, Dec. 9; Mike Miller,
Dec. 9; and Donny Osmond, that swinging
hep cat, also Dec. 9. Rest assured that
none of the above, except Muslim's drummer Miller, went to college.
THE FRIDAY SIX-SENTENCE NOVEL
- This week's tide: HANGING OUT AT
HOWARD'S.

"My roommates are gone for the weekend. We could end this perfect night at my
place and, if we get closer, so be it. Have
you ever seen my house? You'd dig it. It's
really clean. You look like you'd enjoy
clean."
FRIDAY WITH ELVIS - (The only column where you'll discover what Elvis was
up to on a given Friday.) On Friday, August 14,1970, Patricia Ann Parker, twenty
one, filed a paternity suit against Elvis in
Los Angeles Superior Court. Ms. Parker
claimed that the child she was carrying had
been fathered by The King during his January-February 1970 Las Vegas engagement. (Anything for tuition!)

6.'"Dirty Dancing' Soundtrack" (RC^
7."Abbey Road" The Beatles (Capitol!
8."Kick" Inxs (AUantic)
9."Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar Mellencamp (Mercury)
10."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
ADULT CONTEMPORARY SINGLES
l.'The Time of My Life" Bill Medley &
Jennifer Wames (RCA)
2."Valerie" Steve Winwood (Island)
3."Cot My Mind Set On You" George
Harrison (Dark Horse)

4. That's What Love Is All About" Michael Bolton (Columbia)
5."Ncver Thought" Dan Hill (Columbia)
6. "Special Way" Kool & The Gang
(Mercury)
7."l Don't Mind at All" Bourgeois Tagg
(Island)
8."So Emotional" Whitney Houston
(Arista)
9."Candle in the Wind" Elton John
(MCA)
lO.'Brilliant Disguise" Bruce Springsteen (Columbia)

'Suspect' is fast-paced
but lacks 'soaring moments'
by Linda Deutsch
"Suspect" is a movie with grand ambitions. It seeks to revitalize that tried and
true genre, the courtroom drama, by latching onto new technical developments such
as computers while going against typecasting with Cher as a public defender.
But this patchwork of a film succeeds
only in playing havoc with logic and insulting the intelligence of those who know the
law, not to mention the ethics of those who
practice it.
For fans of mystery writer Agatha Chrisbe and the type of suspense she so masterfully weaves, the biggest letdown is a complicated story so full of red herrings and
misleading twists that the ending is a baffling disappointment. One character's
murder is left completely unexplained,
something Inspector Poirot would never
tolerate.
The story has promise. Cher, an overworked, bumed-out public defender, is
confronted with a seemingly hopeless case.
A homeless, violence-prone man is charged with the murder of a woman government worker. Her client, who attacks her
in a rage, turns out to be a Vietnam vet-

eran left deaf and mute by war traumas.
They communicate in writing, and when
it's time for trial, a computer is used to
transmit testimony to the defendant who
writes his answers on an illuminated
screen. Fascinating.
As the defendant, Liam Neeson provides
the most affecting performance of the film,
communicating without a single word the
anguish, anger and frustration of a wounded soul.
The problem is the rest of the script.
Dennis Quaid, in his now familiar portrayal
of a lovable cad, is an amoral Washington
lobbyist who becomes a juror in Cher's
case. Propelled by an implausible desire to
see justice done, he steps outside the jury
to help Cher solve the case. Problems of
logic and ethics pile up.
It is clear that their collaboration is illegal and unethical, but the filmmakers excuse them because they solve the crime.
In reality, Cher's public defender was
dabbling in one of the most serious crimes
an attorney can commit, jury tampering,
and would likely have been disbarred no
matter what the outcome of the case. For
■ SeeSuspect.pagell.
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Thanksgiving
by Christopher J. Dawion

For the past week, I have been searching
for some topic that I could write about.
Then it hit me. Thanksgiving! 1 could write

something about Thanksgiving! Of course,
it's not exactly an original topic, but since
when have I been original? Why start now,
since the semester is almost over? I can always be original next semester.

Friday/Thorn KrotlM

is a real turkey
When I think of Thanksgiving, food immediately comes to mind, followed by the
beginning of those annoying Christmas
commercials. Food is definitely at the forefront, though. I am sure that most of you
can recall all of that wonderful food as vou

You choose the Sub - We'll fill the Mug
rQQHQl S special. George's special,
Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty,
Hawaiian Punch, Chef's Delight, Regular, or
Roast Beef

sit down to your next starch-filled cafeteria
meal. Don't get me wrong: I like cafeteria
food. Our cafeteria even had a Thanksgiving dinner for us, which I found very touching. The main course was turkey loaf.

Well, at least their hearts were in the right
places.
Of course, turkey is the main Thanksgiving meal. Why? Frankly, turkey is not all
that great. Among other forms of tasteless
dead animal flesh, I rate turkey extremely
low. So it's traditional. Big deal! It used to
be traditional to worship trees, but no one
does that anymore, so why not change tradition?
Almost anything would be better. The
important thing is the meal. Christmas is
the day people get greedy, New Year's the
day people get drunk, St Valentine's Day
is the day people get romantic, St.
Patrick's Day is the day people get drunker, and Fourth of July is the day peopie
■See Turkey, page 11.

BGSU Theatre presents

+ AMug
To your door or in the store

Pbgiiars
™

mm

Filled 16 oz. collector's

MUG

Pizza

945 South Main
FREE DELIVERY DAILY
From 11AM

352-7571

for only

$

3.50
with this coupon

My Three
Angels
By Sam and Beta Sptwack
Novwta 19-21 and
December 3-5 at 8 p.m.
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Leppard

Suspect

■(Continued from page 21
happened to us actually made everybody a
stronger person," said guitarist Phil Collen. "It gave all of us a totally different view
on life. Like Rick's accident, to lose an
arm and just come back and play like nothing's happened, it just put things in perspective."
"Hysteria" came out in August to face
competition not only from new Michael

11

Jackson and Bruce Springsteen albums,
but from groups such as Whitesnake and
Poison who had successfully adopted the
Def Leppard musical mix of melody and
metal.
The hand compensated for its long absence with perhaps the longest single-disc
hard rock album ever. "Hysteria." which

has sold 2 million copies in its first three
months of release, is 63 minutes of hot
guitar interplay between Collen and Steve
"Sonic" Clark, rat-tat-tat Allen drum licks,
thumping Savage bass lines and searing Kl
liott vocals.
"Animal," the album's second single, is
nearing the Top 40, helping build attendance for the group's first U.S. tour in four
years.

■(Continued from page 9)
The fast paced direction by Peter Yates
builds suspense, but the script by Eric
Roth promises too much for too small a
payoff. Cher and Quaid turn in adequate,
workmanlike performances. But there are
no soaring moments for either,
those unconcerned with legal niceties, the
relationship simply strains credulitv.
"Suspect" is rated R for violence and
implied sex.

Turkey
■ (Continued from page 10)
turn into pyromaniacs. So Thanksgiving is
Hi.' day people should get stuffed. I did.
Another important aspect of Thanksgiving is that it gives us a week to (to home
and live off Mom and Dad's inconu We
get to do our laundry for free, and eat for
free. We eat better than we have al! semesl. T We alsn gel to go Out and see our
friends, and lie aboul our respective colleges. The bad thing is that the tune g< iei
M i fas).
In fact, that brings us to "Dawson's Vacation Time Theory" which states that
time during a vacation is compressed,
while time before and after a vacation is
expanded. The theory also applies tn
weekends. It definitely applied to Thanksgiving break It seemed to me that the
whole break lasted about two days. I know
the time until Christmas will equal about
twn months, or then time 1 stood waiting at
drop/add. whichever is longer.
There is a depressing aspect to Thanksgiving. Christmas season starts. I shall
elaborate upon Christmas in the future,
hut let me just say it is an extremely stupid
person who goes shopping the day after
Thanksgiving. I was an extremely stupid
person. After fighting the crowds at home.
I think I'll do my shopping in Bowling
Green.
I am looking forward to all of those
Christmas TV shows, though. Everyone on
my floor is anticipating the "Rudolph, the
Red-Nosed Reindeer" show, and the one
with Heat Miser and Snow Miser.
I think that the worst part of the holiday
heason (Nov. 26-Jan. 2) is that it signals
the start of winter, which is not something
I am looking forward to. In fact. I loathe

winter.
I'm sure that is offensive to skiers, hut I
don't care because anyone who enjoys
plunging down a snow-covered mountain
with very little control is nut a person to be
trusted. On the other hand, someone who
likes to spend winter cuddling up to a
member of the opposite sex in front of a
fireplace should he trusted, and encouraged. Trust me. Encourage me.
Now that Thanksgiving is over, let us he
thankful that it won't be around again until
next year. However, we still have to sunn,'
the Christmas season, and after that we
have New Year's Day. Alter that, we have a
nice long period of rest until Spring Break.
Until then, our only concern will he getting
to class, but if we classify that .is a winter
sport, then it should be fun. At least to the
skiers.

INCLUDES : Airfare & Hotel
Easy Payment Plan
Compliments of Your Tours
ask for Craig

Don't gamble with your resume
Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services
Experience
Price
Quality
Convenience

SHELLEY LONG

HELLO
AGAIN
Friday 7:15. 9:15, 11:00
l£QJ
Saturday 2:00. 4:00. 7:15. 9:15, 11:00
Sunday 2:00. 4.00. 7:15. 9:15

Graphic Arts Services has what it takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.

372-7418

211 West Hall
H""^^WI

m+m
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DAYTIME MORNING
5:00

DECEMBER

6:00

5:30

4,1987 - DECEMBER 10,1987
7:00

6:30

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

O

Nightwatch Cont'd

CBS News

This Morning

Hour Magazine

Varied

Mr Dressup Sesame St

ID
©

Nightwatch Cont'd

CBS News

This Morning

Oprah Winfrey Q

Pyramid

Card Sharks Price Is

Today

Donahue

Sale

Concent

Hour Magazine

Geraldo

o

S.J Raphael Card Sharks Price Is

Stretch

Ag-Oay

CNN News

m
a

NBC News

Agri Report J Swaggart

0D

m
©

Good Morning America Q
Business

Homestretch Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Business

Kangaroo

Instructional Programming

SilverHawks Thundercats Menace
Teens

Varied

CNN News

Porky Pig

Getting Fit

Nation's Business Today

ESPN

Varied

Aerobics

TMC

Movie

Varied Programs

Sesame Street Q

G.I Joe

Flmlslones

Little Pony

Thundercats Little Pony
SportsCtr

Movie

Dallas

700 Club

Little House on the Prairie

B. Hillbillies

SportsLook

Varied Programs

Varied

Movie

Fortune
Who's Boss

Bewitched
Morn. Brk.

700 Club

Movie

DAYTIME AFTERNOON

o
o
ID
ID

m
m

11:30

12:00

Price Is

News

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold/Bea

Sesame St

Midday

Price Is

News

Young and the Restless

Win. Lose

News

Scrabble

Varied Programs

Truth

Ryan's Hope Loving

Instructional

Varied

©
©

Mister Ed

(d!)

700 Club

ESPN

Varied

TMC

Movie Cont'd

2:00

2:30

As the World Turns
Heritage Th.

Bold/Bsa.

Matt &

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light
Movie

Magnum. P.I.

Days of Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

Divorce

All My Children

One Life to Live

General Hospital

Little House on the Prairie

Movie

|Andy Griffith |l Love Lucy | Dukes of Hazzard
Getting Fit

Laverne

5:30

P Court

News

Benson

Family Ties

Cheers

M'A^H

Win. Lose

News

Varied

Square 1 TV Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr. Rogers

Square 1 TV

Jeanne

Smurfs

Jem

Gn busters

Scooby Doo DuckTales

Ghostoust

BraveStarr

G.I Joe

Smurfs

DuckTales

Varied Programs

Wrestling

| Movie

5:00
Donahue
Video Hits

Guiding Light

Instructional Programming Cont'd

Aerobics

4:30
P. Court

As the World Turns

Instructional Programming

Dr. Ruth

4:00
Divorce

Movie

Ditt. Strokes

Happy Days Good Times
Auto Racing
Movie

AIR POLLUTION:
THE
DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

$5.00 OFF
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30
SALE Items and other discounts excluded
WITH THIS COUPON Exp. 12/18/87
Athletic Shoes ' Apparel ' Sweats " Swimwear '
School Jackets " T Shirt Printing " Sports Equipment

123 S. Main St Downtown B.G 352 3610

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

No Cower

Friday & Saturday
December 4 & 5

NIKE
KATON

Wt'ne Mova4 ' Naa. LocaMon - Atrau from HwMfM Baa*

^

l

"\\
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BAND UPDATES NOW OS HO 5
HOWAXB'S K A SUHCfXATED MIVEN r AH IICIP4M

THE

COPY SHOP
more than just copies!
Typesetting Word Processing
Quality Offset Printing Flyers
Posters Resumes Screen Printing
Laminating Trophies and Plaques
5« Photo Copies

117 E. Court St.
352-4068
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FRIDAY EVENING

o
o

6:00

6:30

News

7:00

7:30
PM

CBS News
Video Hits

News Cont'd

8:30

9:00

9:30

Not My

Professionals: Not a Very Civil Servant

Comedy

Private Eye

News

Tonight Show

Dating

20/20

News

Nightline

D Shadow

Business

Twil. Zone

Wilton North Report

Night Gallery

3 s Co

Wilton North Report

Comedy

SpeedWeek

Spts Ctr

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Beauty and the Beast

H Square

ABC News

Newtywed

Billy Graham Crusade

Next President

Streamside

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

Wash Week Wall St. Wk.

Doctor Who

MacNell/Lehret

Wonderworks

Wash Week Wall St Wk

Movie:

Happemn

Get Smart

G Break

Gunsmoke

Movie: "Goin Coconuts''

OH, Strokes

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

B Buddies

NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Detroit Pistons
Tennis Continues
Movie:

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

o
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

11:30
TeenWoll

Hmooner

News

TMC Arthur's Hallowed Ground

Creator

Year ol the Dragon

Movie:

12:30

12:00

1:00

1:30

Holiday Video Gift Guide

Horse Jumping

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

Tennis

Storybreak

Showcase

Horse Jumping

Fraggle

New Archies

Foofur

I'm Telling1

Quiz Bowl

Xmas Secret Bowling: $135,000 PSA Bodweiser

Flintstones

Bugs Bunny

Animal Cr

Sybervtsion

AH-American

TBA

College Basketball: Louisville vs Notre Dame at Indianapolis

Madeleine

Kovels

Victory Garden

Frugal

OK) House

Woodwnght s Shop

Fawtty Towers

Motorweek

Madeleine

Maturity

Old House

Victory

Woodwright

Frugal

Outdoors

GLOW. Wrestling

Discover

Ski Base

5:00

5:30

Open Roads Sportsweekend

Movie:

Buck Rogers

Kovels

Heisman

SportsworlO

Al McGuire s Taxi
College Basketbal: Kentucky at Indiana

Fawtty Towers

Ernie Kovacs: TV's Original Genius

WC Fields and Me"

Star Trek

It s a Living

Star Search

Tennis Continues

College Football Arkansas at Hawaii

Movie: "48 Hrs."

Movie: "American Ninia"

Great Performances
Got It Made

Movie: "Yogi's First Christmas"

Tennis: Nabisco Masters

TMC Movie: Foul Play

4:30

College Football: Army vs Navy at Philadelphia

Movie: Theatre of Blood

Little Troll Prince
SportsCtr

AWA Wrestling

Deadtjme Stories

|H«sman

What's New Wonder

ESPN Sports

SJ Raphael

Sign-Ofl

College Football: Army vs Navy at Philadelphia

Teen Woll

Pro Wrestling

Late Night
Love Con

DECEMBER 5,1987

Winners

Coronation Street

Mr Moto's Last Warning

Mystery'

If 1 Were King

ESPN Tennis: Nabisco Masters: day three coverage

11:00

12:30

Miami Vice

News

Popeye

12:00

Audrey Rose

Facts ol Lite Mickey's Christmas Carol

19

O

11:30
Movie:

Good Rockm Tonne

Jeopardy!

Journal

11:00
News

News

Fortune

Front Page

10:30

Falcon Crest

News

CBS News

Movie:

10:00

Dallas

Falcon Crest

Magnum

CD
80

8:00

Beauty and the Beast

Dallas

CD

m
s
o

13

|oetective School Dropouts

SATURDAY EVENING

o
o
CD
CD

m

CD
€D

6:00
News

6:30

7:00

7:30

CBS News

Small

Real Fishing Grapevine

Sat. Report

Parliament

News

HeeHaw

News

NBC News

DeLuise

DeLuise

8:30

8:00

Special: Apartheid

Special: Apartheid

Muppets

Facts of Life

Solid Gok) in Conceit

Fawtty Towers

Fawtty Towers

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

227

Next President

11:30

News

Twilight Zone: Button.

West 57th

News

Movie: "Amaoeus

Golden Girls Amen

JJ Starbuck: Gold From

News

Saturday Night Live

To Be Announced

Hotel

DC Follies

Wrestling Championship

Country

Austin City Limits

News

Knockouts

Great Performances

Lawrence Welk Show

Mama

Sheriff

Marble head

President

In Prison

B. Baxter

Chance

Fnoay the 13th Series

Championship Wrestling

CD

Star Trek

Webster

Happning

President

In Prison

B. Baxter

Chance

Star Trek: Generation

3 s Co.

ESPN College Football: Arkansas at Hawaii Com a

TMC Detective

[short Film

]Movie

Movie: "The Sign ol Zorro"

Movie: "The Story of Dr. Wassail"

Star Trek: Next Generation

Gerakto Rivera Special
Sportscenter 1987

Movie- "Foul Play"

St Jude

Sign-Oft

College Football South Carolina at Miami

The Gods Must Be Crazy

12:30

Movie: "Gaily. Gaily"

m

9 to 5

12:00

West 57th

NHL Hockey: Toronto Maple Leafs at Edmonton OHors

Cash Exp.

Coll Basketball

9:00

Twilight Zone: Button.

Movie

Quarter

48 Hrs

OPEN:

ii^<r

Mon-Tlm. 6-«m 9p_
Ffl. 6"*n-IO|Nn
5«i 7am IOpm
Sun eaa«pi>

OF WIMCiS

wsau

■nan <*»«. ou>
352-0123

fmtlaVenttrUiag)

Saturday Special
Steak & Shrimp

S6.95

B.B.Q. Chicken & Rib combo

S5.95
il-T AN liX'I'KA ' , IXl/JiN
•PINGS WITH PURCHASE
OF AMY LARGE ORDER
•t> HOT, IIIU.I < >i< s\ l si i .1 v
WINGS WITH COUPON

Includes all you can eat
soup salad, and dessert Buffet
plus choice of potato

COUPON KXP1RKS 12/30/87

Call ut about our

125 E. COURT

Daily Specials 352-0123
■•a^0

IVASiMTWel m/IXil <IW ' •-'.'.

'• •.'.•'.■'
- .C«vwv«v«««*«vsi

352-SPOT
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:30

11:00

O

o
CD
CD

North Coast

Ski Week

DECEMBER 6, 1987

12:00

NFL Today

Your Wealth

Bits. Bytes

Meeting Place

Geographic

Kingdom

Jay Eck

Shut-ins

Mass

Taxi

© | World Tom

Week With David Brinkley

Ml Tony Brown Market

Nova

flj)

Mill.on Dollar Duck

1:00

12:30

SporlsCt'

1:30

2:30

2:00

3:30

3:00

Country

Hymn Sing

Painting Canada

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Green Bay Packets

NFl Live

NFL Football NBC Regional Coverage
Close-Up

Candidates 88/M Kalb

Great Perlormances

Great Performances

The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle

Great Performances

Movie.

Ouincys Quest

Movie

Star Trek

m

Star Trek Generation

IMC

Return of Charlie Chan

The Pink Panther Strikes Again

Movie

The Color ol Money

[Movie:

Twins

Lust for Life
Monkees

Ski World

Rodeo PRCA National Finais
Joshua Then ana Now

Movie.

Charles

Rich a Famous

High Sierra

SportsCenter Sunday NFL Tennis: Nabisco Masters Semifinals

Lady Jane" Movie

TBA

Star Search

Geraldo Rivera Special

Movie

ESPN ',•.- Sports

5:30

NFL Football: NBC Regional Coverage

Hope For Children

Movie

Movie

5:00

Newsmakers Love Boat

S3 Father Murphy
WWF Wrestling Challenge

4:30

Sportsweekend World Cup Skiing (Men s Downhill)

NFL today

Real to Reel Sybervision

4:00

NFL Football Buccaneers at Saints

Movie "Lady Sings the Blues

Red Sonja

Fool for Love

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
ffl

m
ED
®

eo

7::ill

7:11(1

6:30

NFL Football CBS News

60 Minutes

10:30

11:30
Siskel

12:00
Cinema

12:30
T Randall

Raccoons

News

Night at the Races

Murder. She Wrote

Movie:

Hobo s Christmas

News

Movie:' Trenchcoal

NFL Football NBC News

Our House

Family Ties

Movie:

Downpayment on Murder

News

Entertainment This Week

Jenmngs/Koppel Report

Siskel

Runaway

The Doctor Is In

Leo Buscagha

Editors

Art Beat

Sign-Oft

Rich a Famous

Venture

11:00
News

60 Minutes

Anne ol Gree n Gables • The Sequel

Student Exchange

My Two

Spenser For Hire

Dolly

Nature

Mormon Tabernacle Choir

Lust for Life

Leo Buscagha

Nature

Movie:

Throb

Sea Hunt

21 Jump Street

Werewolt

Married With T. Ullman

Duet

Star Trek Generation

GLOW

21 Jump Street

Werewolf

Married With T Ullman

Duet

AngeK)f Death

Washmgtn

Frugal Gourmet A

Xmas On Sesame Street

Star Trek

NFL Prime Time

ReO Sonia

Cont d

6:30

6:00

O

News

o

News Cont d

Teahouse of the August Moon

7:30

8:00

8:30

CBS News

PM

Monitor

Anne of Green Gables - The Sequel

Kale a Allie

1

CBS News

Fortune

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Literacy

Business

MacNeil/Lehret

Frank's

9:00
Newhart

Journal

Jeopardy

Franks

Newhart

Facts of Life

ALF

Vaienes

Movie:

Dating

MacGyver

NFL Football: New York Jets at Miami Dolphins

True Gift of Christmas

The Summit: A Nuclear Age Drama

Design W

Wonderful World of Disney Elvis Presley: Aloha from Hawaii
G. Break

Difl Strokes

Facts of Lite Family Ties

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs

Surfer Mag.

NFl

B Buddies

[Movie: "The Cowboys'

^ms/

^Mimtrbamt

HAIRWAYS
nor necessary

6 FULL-TIME STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU
Sherry I lonna ■ Hev Pcr'nona - Judy ■ Diann

428 E. Wooster

(across from stadium)

:.■

"'

';S»ft- V*

@

Christmas Supplies:
Poinsettias
Mistletoe
Candles
Evergreens
Tree Trims

HAIR STYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Of)en Tues - Sal

Ww >»..-* -<' -;

700 ClutJ

NFL Prime Time

' ^iTT

Hmooner

11:30

353-1045
■*&■**

12:00

12:30

Taxi

Koiak
Rumpole ol the Bailey

News

Grapevine

News

Movie: "The Parade"

News

Tonight Show

Letterman
News

Nightline

Nature

D Shadow

Business

Twil Zone

Wilton North Report

Don't Push

3 s Co.

Wilton North Report

Comedy

Magic Years SportsCtr

Tennis Nabisco Masters Final

Get the good
look you want at...

Greenwood Centre

Gunsmoke
News

11:00
News

Ohio Bus

The Kingston Trio and Friends: Reunion

College Basketball: Western Michigan at Michigan

Movie. "Legend"

CXJI

iCagney a Lacey

Eye On the Sparrow

Get Smart

SportsCtr

10:30

Cagney & Lacey

Kale S Allie

Happenm

/V pan/menfe i referred

Kenneth Copeland

Movie: 'Fool for Love"

10:00

9:30
Design W

MacNeil/Lehrer

TMC Movie. Arthur Cont d

Sign-Off
Avengers

SportsCenter Sunday

Movie "The Color of Money"

Trapper

DECEMBER 7, 1987
7:00

News

ESPN SportsLook

Candidates 88 With Marvin Kalb

NFL Football: Chicago Bears at Minnesota Vikings

King Solomons M rtes

MONDAY EVENING

m

10:00

9:30

Hobo s Christmas

CBS News

Movie

BD
©

9:00
Movie

News

TMC

m
m

8:30

Town Like Alice

Ff.PN Skiing: World Cup Slalom

CD
CD

8:00

Murder. She Wrote

Sign-Off

NFL s Greatest Moments

Fricty IfUgazlnc/Dec 4, 1967 DOO 15

TUESDAY EVENING
6:30

6:00

O

News

o

DECEMBER 8, 1987
7:00

7:30

CBS News

PM

8:00

8:30

Houston Knights

9:30

9:00

10:00

10:30

Law & Harry McGraw

Jake and the Fatman

11:00
News

12:00

11:30

12:30

Koiak

Taxi

Venture

Way We Are tilth estate

Market

Journal

News

Movie: "Children ol Divorce"'

ID
IS

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Jake and the Fatman

Law S Harry McGraw

News

Movie

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts of Lite Matiock

Hunter

Crime Story

News

Best ol Carson

Lale Night

m

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

Barbara Walters Special

Thirtysomething

News

Nightline

S J Raphael

French

Business

MacNeil/lehrer

Forum

Chess Champs

News Cont'd

©
0D

MacNetl/Lehrer
Happenin

Get Smart

0D

OKI Strokes

Facts ot Lite Family Ties

ESPN SportsLook

TMC Movie

NBA Today

G Break

6:00

Gunsmoke

Movie:

M'A'S'H

Clio Awards: Commercials

Billy Graham Crusade

Cont'd

Movie

Up the Creek

Movie: "Top Gun

7:30

8:00

PM

Frosty

8:30
Xmas Spcl

Dateline

Shuster

Gemini Awards

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Frosty

©

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts of Life Highway to Heaven

St Elsewhere

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

Hooperman

Literacy

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

Class

Discover: The Work) ol

MacNeil/Lehrer

"Follow Me, Boys!"

Happenin

Get Smart

G Break

Did. Strokes

10:00

Grammy Lifetime Achievement Awards Show

Slap

Remembering Bing

Movie:

Sports

College Basketball Alabama at South Carolina

TMC Blue Skies

Movie

o

News Cont'd

IB
IS

News

m
m
€0
69
69

CBS News

7:30
PM

8:00

8:30

Wilton North Report

Comedy

SportsClr

NBA Today

Movie

Sports

9:30

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

News

Taxi

12:00

Moments in Time

Tommy Hunter

News

Movie

Simon S Simon

Knots Landing

News

Movie "Keefer"

Cheers

L A Law

News

Tonight Show

News

Nightline

Facts ol i le Cosby Show Difl. W

French

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

Wild Amer

Wonderful Work) of Disney Wild America

Happenin

G Break

Trains

Gunsmoke

Movie: "The Acorn People

M-A-S'H

Star Trek

Billy Graham Crusade

Nettie
served n elegant
stytsu lashnn

Late Night
Love Con

S.J Raphael

Upstairs. Downstairs

Time Out

D Shadow

Business

Sign-Oft

Twil Zone

Wilton North Report

Dreams

3s Co

Wilton North Report

Comedy

SpeedWeek

SportsCtr.

Powerboat Racing

Movie: "Year of the Dragon'

Lady Jane"

352-4101
352-4143

HAIR, SKIN, and NAIL DESIGNERS
Downtown Next to the Yum Yum Tree
• Haircuts
• Perms
• Highlighting

* Sculptured Nails
* Facials
* Make-up Demo

every weekday
torn 11:0010
1:30. Make Diet
party, beoquet or

Campbell Hill Rd.

H mooner

How Do 1 Love Thee"

THE
ARRANGEMENT

ELK'S CLUB

co-workers

News

College Basketball: Oklahoma at Florida Slate
Movie:

FOR A PERFECT PARTY,
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER...

hoaday season

Upstairs. Downstairs

B Buddies

TMC Movie "Foul Play Cont'd Movie "Joshua Then and Now

witn trends and

Mystery!

Sherlock Holmes And the Secret

College Basketball: St Joseph's at Temple

f^J^B^"^

Night Court

TEAM USA HOCKEY:USA VS USSR

MacNeil/Lehrer

you as you

Journal

12:30

Koiak

Tour of Duty

Letuspemper

Arabella

Hard Choices

Out Your

Dating

defoous ajnches

3 s Co

Jeopardy1

Ent Tonight

Enjoy kesri

Sign-Ofl

Ontario

Did Strokes Facts ol Life Family Ties

S.J. Raphael

Wilton North Report

Fortune

Newlywed

^^■JIJJjj

9:00
Simon & Simon

NBC Ne*

celebrate ths

H mooner

Late Night
Love Con

Twil. Zone

Top Rank Boxing

Tour ol Duty

ABC News

Horse Mag

Movie: "Salvage 1

DECEMBER 10, 1987

7:00

News

ESPN SportsLook

Movie. "Death Scream

News

12:30

Koiak

Business

Movie: "Brighton Beach Memoirs

H Square

Get Smart

News

Holiday Inn"

News

12:00

11:30
Taxi

John Lennon

ESPN SportsLook

Unde t Fire"

11:00

Art Beat

Plenty

Movers: God and Politics

Billy Graham Crusade

CBS News

Ski World

News

Tonight Show

Star Trek

News

Before Tom

Streets ol Gold

Nightime

M-A'S'H

O

Cycling

News

Facts of Ufa Family Ties

6:30

Comedy

SportsCtr

Dynasty

Movie: "The Pride of Jesse Hallam

6:00

Wilton North Report

News

Gunsmoke

THURSDAY EVENING

3 s Co

Bronx Zoo

B Buddies

SportsCtr

10:30
Journal

Xmas Spcl

Perfect

9::J0

9:00

CBS News

03
69
09

Sign-Oft

Wilton North Report

Movie:

Grammy Lifetime Achievement Awards Show

News

m
a

Business

Love Con

Twil. Zone

College Basketball: iV.V. at Ala.-Bimv

ID

News Cont'd

H'mooner

News

Miss AK-Amencan Beauty"

DECEMBER 9. 1987

7:00
CBS News

Nutcracker

Fawlty Towers

Try Times

College Basketball: Connecticut at Vianova

6:30

TBA

Masterpiece Theatre

Nova
Great Moments From Nova

SportsCtr.

A Private Function

News

Gr Pains

Man Alive Poster Child

B Buddies

WEDNESDAY EVENING

o
o

Who's me

"Follow Me. Boys!"

m

When 1 Was Your Age

luncheon extra
special

Vlcki

20% OFF ANY ONE OF THESE SERVICES
WITH THIS AD AND WITH NETTIE OR VICKI
Expires 12-11-87

16
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COMING FRIDAY
CAESAR The Wrestling Bear
If you pin the bear you win $1000 in weightlifting
equipment compliments of Great Lake Barbell

and

.

^P

$1,000 CASH
compliments of Sylvania Limo

dK*

^V

27820 E. Broadway, Wallbridge
838-7825

A Full Action Packed Show
CAESAR, THE RASSLIN BEAR ENGAGES IN
FRIENDLY RASSLIN MATCHES WITH
VOLUNTEERS FROM THE AUDIENCE.
EVERBODY WANTS TO WRESTLE CAESAR
AND CAESAR IS ALWAYS OPEN TO
CHALLENGE...
THE FUNNIEST MOST HILARIOUS
EXHIBITION YOU HAVE EVER SEEN!
CAESAR HAS THE ABILITY TO SIZE UP THE
OPPONENT AND WILL WRESTLE JUST AS
HARD AS NECESSARY. AGAINST 100
POUNDERS HE IS GENTLE. AGAINST
BIGGER OPPONENTS HE EXERTS MORE
FORCE.
830 lbs. 710" TALL
PURE NORTH AMERICAN BLACK BEAR.

,

